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FOREWORD

In the spring of 1963, the State Education Department

appointed a Science Advisory Committee for the purpose of

initiating revisions in its courses in science. The

committee membership included representatives from the

secondary and collegiate levels, from industry, and from

research institutions. The function of this committee was

to establish guidelines to aid the specific syllabus revision

committees in their task of updating the various syllabuses

in the light of recent developments in society, science, and

science education.

Major recommendations of the Science Advisory Committee

included: (1) that the present science courses be brought

up to date in the light of recent developments in the field

of science, (2) that a greater emphasis be placed on the

understandings and concepts involved in the particular subject

matter areas, and (3) that attention be given to coordinating

the laboratory work with the content aspects of each course.

Shortly after the Science Advisory Committee meeting,

a chemistry syllabus committee was appointed by the

Department to develop a State course of study with updated

content and which would incorporate recent trends in

chemistry education.

The members of the Revision Committee were'

Jacob Brodkin, Plainview High School
Joseph F. Castka, Martin VanBuren High School N.Y. City

Edgar M. Clemens, Ithaca High School
Henry Dorin, Boys High School, N.y. City
Fred_Riebesell, State University College at Oneonta

Anne Sperry, Jamesville-beWitt High-School

Henry WeiSman, North Shore High School

--

Under the joint supervision of the Bureau of Science

Education and the Bureau of- Secendary Curriculum ,Deveiopment,

the original draft of the new-syllabUs was.-Written_during

thesuMmer of 1964 and tested in 27 setected schools during

-the 1964-65 -school year. A revision of the original draft

was made during t
experience and re
In addition a cop
the schools in th
teachers might ev
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was made during the summer of 1965 based on the

experience and reactions of the cooperating schools.
In addition a copy of the 1965 revision was sent to all

the schools in the State in order that chemistry
teachers might evaluate the scope, depth, and direction
of the new course.

The new Course of study was received favorably
by teachers in the field thus making it possible to

prepare the final revision during the summer of 1966.
Examinations which were administered and analyzed
supplied further evidence as to the applicability of

the materials.

A writing team composed of W. Allister Crandall,
Pulaski High School; Seymour Kopilow. Farmingdale High

School; and Benedict Varco, Eden Central School, pre-
pared the original draft as consultants to the Bureau

of Secondary Curriculum Develevment. The modifications
and improvements included in the 1965 revision were
incorporated by Mr. Crandall and Sol Medoff of Westbury
High School. The final draft was prepared by Mr.
Crandall and Kenneth Schnobridh of the State University
College at Buffalo, formerly at Clarence Central School.

John V. Favitta, Associate in Science Education,
has guided the syllabus development since its inception,
and Hugh Templeten, Chief of the Bureau of Science
Education, acted as consultant throughout the project.
Robert G. MacCreger, formerly Associate in Science Edu-

cation and now Supervisor of Secondary Education, re-
viewed the manuscript and made valuable suggestions.

A review of content accuracy was made by John

Lanese of the Chemistry Department of Union College.

Robert F. Zimmerman, Associate in Secondary Curriculum,

prepared the final copy for publication.

Gordon E. Van Hooft,
Chief, Bureau of Secondary
CurrcuZum Development

George H. Murphy.
Director Division of 5hoo1 Supen.mwn
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'le to understand and use the
introduced in this outline,

students should be familiar with the use of standard

notation of numbers, significant figures, metric system

of units, heat units, dimensional analysis (inclusion

of units in mathematical computations), and an

understanding of direct and inverse relationships.

Students enrolling in the Regents course in

chemistry must have completed Ninth Year Mathematics,

Course I - (Algebra). They also should have completed

or, at least, he currently enrolled in Tenth Year

Mathematics. While very little of the content of

Mathematics 10 is used directly in chemistry, the

experience in setting up and solving problems, and the

analytical thinking developed in this course are most

useful in chemistry.

Time Re uirement

The minimum -time required for this course is

six 45-minute periods per week, although.seven periods

are recommended. This time allotment should include

at least one double period for laboratory work each

week.

State Diploma Credit

This course may be used as one unit of the

Group II major science sequence or for Group III credit

as an elective toward a State Diploma.

Laboratory

Laboratory work should be designed to encourage

students to search for relationships. To do this,

some laboratory exercises must be quantitative in

nature. It is suggested that individual and class

results of laboratory data be analyzed from time to

tiLe so that students can develop concepts of precision

and accuracy. The type of experiment sometimes referred

to as "cook-book chemistry" offers little toward the

development of understanding.



A chemistry laboratory exerciSe is defined here
aS the laboratory work done by the student during one
school period. In addition, a satisfactory written report
of this work is required. The minimum laboratory requirement
can be met by performing 30 individual exercises requiring
30 laboratory periods. The minimum requirement may also
be met by 30 periods involving a smaller number of
experiments which may require two or more periods for
completion. This is not intended to permit the student
to spread what is ordinarily a one-period exercise over
two or more periods in order to earn additional time
credit for this exercise.

Techno

The technological impact of chemistry should not
be the only driving motivation for the study of
chemistry. Students should also be made aware of
the total effect of the application of chemical
principles on our lives. Teachers are encouraged to use
those applications which they deem important and which have
local or intrinsic significance.

Organization of Syllabus

The material in the syllabus is organized under
three headings:

Topics - This co
outline. Sections mark
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Understandin and
column outlines the bas
the course.

Supplementary Info
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with examples to illust
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examination, and spec
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Appendix I is a sc
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Changes in Syllabus

Corrections or min
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of school principals by
from the Department.
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in the syllabus is organized under

Topics - This column contains the topical
outline. Sections marked "t" are optional, and are
NOT subject to examination.

Understandings and Fundamental C ne t - This
column outlines the basic concepts to
the course.

Supplementary Information - This column includes
amplification and explanations of the basic concepts,
with examples to illustrate the depth of treatment
intended.

Statements which delimit the material subject to
examination, and specific suggestions to teachers are
printed in italics in this column.

Appendix I is a schematic energy level diagram
that may be used in depicting electron configuration.

Appendix II deals with the use and manipulation
of significant figures, standard notation, dimensional
analysis, and the use of graphs.

be introduced in

changes in Syllabus

corrections or minor changes in the Syllabus that
may become necessary will be brought to the attention
of school principals by means of a supervisory letter
rom the Department.-
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I. Matter . o * . o .... o a * . . . o .. * . ..

A. Substances
1. Elements
2. Compounds

B. Mixtures

II. Energy

A. Forms of energy
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3. Activation energy
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1. Thermometry

a. Fixed points on a thermometer
2. Caloriuetry

Phases of Matter

A. Gases
1. Boyle's law
2. Charles' law
3. Standard Temperature and Pressure (S.T.P.)

14. CoMbined gas laws
tS. Graham's law
t6. Partial pressures
7. Kinetic theory
-S. Deviations from ,the gas laws.
9. Avogadro's hypothesis

Topical Outline

Page
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A. Introduction
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D. Bohr modal of the atom
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UNIT 3 - BONDING

. The Nature of Chemical Bonding .

A. Energy stored in bonds
B. Energy changes in bonding
C. Bonding and stability

t Optional
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Topics

I. Matter

A. Subs ances

1. Elements

2. Compounds

B. Mixtures

12,

Unit I - Matte

Understandi s and Fundamental Conce

A substance is any variety of matter,
all specimens of which have identical
properties and composition.

A substance is homogeneous.

An element is a substance which cannot
be decomposed by a chemical change.

A compound is a substance which can
be deComposed.by a.chemical change.
A compound is composed of twO or more
different elements.

A mixture consists of-two.or more
distinct sUbstances differing in-
properties.and composition.: The
composition-of a mixturecan-:Aie varied.

and En0rgy-

Supplemen

The concepts shown in
Topics I and II Of th
to some degree in ear

All samples of a part
heat of vaporization,
and other properties'
be used for identifid

All samples of an el
the same atomic numb

_ .

All samples of a

Mixtures may be homo
mixtures of gases)o
of iron and sulfur).

A. Forms of ener

Energy may be converted from one form
to another'but is never destroyed in
a change.

Examples should incl
_ -

of forms 'of:energy:

Eller& is-either given off or absorbed
in any chemi cal change-:'

Energy absorbed by_t
bonds whieh'held 'at()
liberated when stron

p

-cept is,developde in

Although-.it'is some
between' PfiyiiCIT--cli.n



Unit I - Matter and Energy

hderstandings andjundamental Concepts

A substance is any variety of matter,
all specimens of which have identical
properties and composition.

A substance is homogeneous.

An element is a substance which cannot
be decomposed by a chemical change.

A compound is a substance which can
be decomposed by a chemical change.
A compound is composed of two or more
different elements.

A mixture consists of two or more
distinct substances differing in
properties and composition. The
composition of a mixture can be varied.

Heat, light, and electricity are forms
of energy.

Energy may be converted from one form
to anotherbut is never destroyed in
a change.

Energy is either given off or
in any chemical change.

absorbed

12

Supplementary Information

The concepts shown in the column at the left pr
Topics I and II of this unit will have been covered
to same degree in earlier science courses.

All samples of a particular substance have the same
heat of vaporization, melting point, boiling point,
and other properties related to composition which can
be used for identification.

All samples of an element are composed of atoms with
the same atomic number.

All samples of a compound have identical composit on.

Mixtures may be homogeneousCe.g., solutions, or
mixtures of gases)or heterogeneous(e.g., a mixture
of iron and sulfur).

Examples should include reactions involving a variety
of forms- of energy.

Energy absorbed by the reactants maybe stored in the
bonds which hold atoms together. .This energy may be
liberated when stronger bonds are formed. This con-
Cept is develOped in Unit:6..

Althatighjt is sometimes;convenient to distinguish
between Physical thangeS:Andchemical changes the



Topics

1. Exothermic
reaction

2. Endothermic
reaction

Activation
energy

C. Measurement
of energy

Thermometry

a. Fixed
points on
a ther-
mometer

Understandings and Fundamental Conce

An exothermic reaction releases energy.

An endothermic reaction absorbs energy.

Activation energy is the minimum energy
required to initiate a reaction.

Because energy in various forms may be
converted to heat, the chemist uses
heat units (calories or kilocalories)
to measure the energies involved in
chemical reactions.

One calorie is the amount of heat
, required to raise the temperature of
one gram of water one Celsius degree.

One kilocalorie is equivalent to 1000
calories.

Temperatures are indicators of the
direction in which heat will flow.
Heat flows spontaneously from a body at
higher temperature to a body at a
lower temperature.

The fixed points on a thermometer are
the ice-water equilibrium temperature
at 1 atmosphere pressure, and the
steam-water equilibrium temperature at
1 atmosphere pressure.

On the Celsius scale the ice-water
equilibriUm temperature OCCUT$ at
-00-C., ancLthe steam-water equllibrium,
temperature occurs at 100°C

3
2-
1

distinction
is of little

The role of
pp. 44-45.

For scien
used.

The tempera
kinetic ene

At the same
the partici

The temper
equilibria
pressure eq
kinetic the
pages 4-5.

Another sca
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temperature
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Unders andings and Fundamental Concepts Supplementary Information

distinction is not clear cut, and to most scientists
is of little importance.

An exothermic reaction releases energy. The role of energy in reactions is developed in Unit 6,
pp. 44-45.

An endothermic reaction absorbs energy.

Activation energy is the minimum energy
required to initiate a reaction.

Because energy in various forms may be
converted to heat, the chemist uses
heat units (calories or kilocalories)
to measure the energies involved in
chemical reactions.

One calorie is the amount of heat
required to raise the temperature of
one gram of water one Celsius degree.

One kilocalorie is equivalent to 100
calories.

Temperatures are indicators of the
direction in which heat will flow.
Heat flows spontaneously from a body at
higher temperature to a body at a.
lower temperature.

The fixed points on a theimometer are
the ice-water equilibrium temperature
at 1 atmosphere pressure, and the
steam-water equilibrium temperature at
1 atmosphere pressure.

On the Celsius scale the ice-water
equilibriuM temperature occurs at'

and:the Steamtwater equlibri-
temperature occurs at 100°C.

213

For scien1nfc
used.

ty the term "Ceisiu " will be

The temperature of a body is a measure of the average
kinetic energy of its particles.

At the same temperature, the average kInetic energy of
.the particles of all bodies is the same.

The temperature of the ice-water and steam-water
equilibria can be defined;more accurately as vapor
pressure equilibria after the introduction of the
kinetic theory in Section III A, 7 of this unit,

pages: 4-5.

Another scale frequently used in science is the Kelvin
(Absolute) scale on which the icetwater equilibrium
temperature occurs at 273°K. and the steam-water
equilibrium temperature occurs at 373°K.



Too_ies Onderstandings and Fundamental_Concepts_

2. Calorimetry

III. Phases of Matter

A. Gases

1. Boyl 's law

One method of measuring the heat
absorbed or released in a reaction is
by using a calorimeter.

The term, "phase, is used to Tefer to
the gas, liquid or solid form of matter.

Change of phase of a substance is
accompanied by the absorption or
release of heat.

b.

in

St

Illustrations should
data. Attention shou:
figures in an calculc

The term, "phase," is
avoid confusion with e
equilit-ium."

Heating curves should:
temperature is plotte
heat is added to a
Students should be ab

Gases take the shape and volume of
the container.

At constant temperature, the volume of
a given mass of a gas varies inversely
with the pressure exerted on it.

At constant pressure, the volume of a
given mass of a gas varies directly
with the Kelvin (Absolute) temperatu e.

Time

It is useful to intro
introduction to const

Students should be ab
the change in volume
at constant teMperatu
limited to simple ma

The Kelvin (Absolute
point at -273°C. wi
as on the Celsius sc



Understandin s and Fundamental Conce

One method of measuring the heat
absorbed or released in a reaction

by using a calorimeter.

_I.Ipp.Ifentary Information
.

Illustrations should be presented from laboratory
is data. Attention should be given to significant

figures in an calculations. .See Appendix II, p. 86.

The term, "phase," is used to refer to
the gas, liquid or solid form of matter.

Change of phase of a substance is
accompanied by the absorption or
release of heat.

The term, "phase," is used instead of!istate" to
avoid confusion with other conditions such as "s ate of

equilibrium."

Heating curves should e constructed in which the
temperature is plotted against the time.during which

heat is added to a substanceat a constant rate.
Students should be able to interpret this type of curve:

Gases take the shape and volume o

the container.

At constant temperature, the volume of

A giVen mass Of a. gas Variea4nversely
with the pressure exerted on it.

At constant pressure; the volume of a.
given masS of a,gas varies directly
with the Kelvin (Absolute) temperature.

,It is useful to introduce the value PV = k as an

'Introduction tt'constants.:

t

StUdents should be able to predict the chrection of
the change in volume with a specified change in pressure

'at tdribtailt teMperature.' Minimum requirementsAdill be
limited,to stmple mahematical relationships.

The Kelvin (Absolute) temperature scale has its zero

point_at_-2737C._with the size of, the degrees thp same

as on the Celsius Stale.



Topics

Standard
Temperature
and Pressure
(S.T.P.)

t4. Combined
gas laws

tS. G am's
Law

t . Partial
pressures

Kinetic
theory.

Understandings and Fundamental Con

Standard temperature and pressure
(S.T.P.) are defined as 0°C. (273°K.)
and 760 mm. of mercury pressure
(1 atmosphere

pv m constant

Under similar conditions of temperature
and pressure, gases diffuse at a rate
inversely proportional to the square
roots of their densities.

The pressure exerted by each of the
gases in a gas mixture is called the
partial pressure of that gas.

Study of gas behavior,has led to a
model based on the following assumptions:

The volume of
at 0°C. for eac
pressure remair

While the basis
eould,be extraI
Law experiment
absolute zero 1
liquify before

Students shoutl
change in volut
at constant prl
Umited to sin

Since the volui
cbange in teMp
usually calcul

Since changes
occur simultan
two equations

The density
at S.T.P.

-.The _total pres
sum of-the in
comprising the

In expLzining
often conveni
ture," a math
Such models 0
of gases.
an apProxima
predict behav
construCtion.Sections marked "t" are optional and not subject to

examination.
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Understandings and Fundamental Conce ts

Standard temperature and pressure_
(s.T.P.) are defined as 0°C. (273°K.)

and 760 mm. ofmercury pressure
(1 atmosphere).

PV
T

= constant

Under similar conditions of temperature
and pressure, gases diffuse at a rate
inversely proportional to the square

roots of their densities.

The pressure exerted by each of the

gases in a gas mixture is called the
partial pressure of that gas.

Study of gas behavior has led,to a
model based on the following assumptions

Supplementary Information

The volume of a gas decreases by 1/273 of its volume

at 0°C. for each decrease of 1°C., provided the
pressure remains constant.

While the basis for the Kelvin Absolute) scale

could,be extrapolated from data relating to Charles'
Law eXperiments, it should be pointed out that
absolute zero has not been reached, and that all gases

liquify before that point.

Students should be able to predict the direction of the
change in volume with a specified change in temperature

at constant pressUre. Minimum requirements will be

limited tosimpte mathematical relationships.

Since the volume of a given mass of a gas varies with
change in temperature and pressure, gas volumes are
usually'calculated to an arbitrary standard (S.T.P.).

Since changes in volume, presture,and temperature often
occUr simultaneously, it is convenient to combine the

two equations of Boyle and Charles into a.single equatioP

The density of gases is usually expressed in gr s/liter

at S.T.P..

The total pressure of a gas mixture is equal to the
sum of the individual partial pressures of the gases

compyiSing the mixture.

In explaining and interpreting observed behavior it is
: often convenient ro use a model, which may be a "pic-

ture," a mathematical expression, or other mechanism.
Such models can be useful in the study of the behavior

of gases. It should be emphasized that the model is only
approximation, and is only as good as its ability to

predict behavior in conditions not used in its original

construction.It" are optional,and not subject to

r.



Topics Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

A gas is composed of individual
particles which are in continuous,
random, straight-line motion.
Collisions between gas particles
may result in a tra,sfer of energy
between particles, out the net
total energy of the system remains
constant.
The volume of the gas particles
themselves is ignored in comparison
with the volume of the space in
which they are contained.
Gas particles are considered as
having no attraction for each other.

Deviations from Deviations from the gas. laws occur

the gas laws because the model is not perfect, and
particularly because the gas particles
do have volume and do exert some
attraction for each other.

These factors become significant wh n

the space between gas particles is
reduced, as in conditions of relatively
high pressure and low temperature.

Not all of the
energy, but the
to the measured
gas. An exampl
among the parti
be shown graphi

Kinetic F.

A gas which wo
an ideal gas.
represent any
ideal under al

:Exper.imantal _

'deviations:fro
encouraged to
-deviations. (
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Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

A gas is composed of individual
particles which are in continuous,
random, straight-line motion.
Collisions between gas particles
may result in a transfer of energy
between particles, but the net
total energy of the system remains
constant.
The volume of the gas particles
themselves is ignored in comparison
with the volume of the space in
which they are contained.

Gas particles are considered as
having no attyaction for each other.

[ Deviations from the gas laws occur
because the model is not perfect, and
particularly because the gas particles
do have volume and do exert some
attraction for each other.

These factors become significant when
the space between gas particles is
reduced, as in conditions of relatively
high pressure and low temperature.

Supplementary Information

Not all of the particles of a gas have the same kinetic
energy, but the average kinetic energy is proportional
to the measured Kelvin (Absolute) temperature of the
gas. An example of the distribution of kinetic energy
among the particles of a gas at two temperatures may
be shown graphically.

Lower temperature

...,gr-Higher temperature

Nelk,

Kinetic Energy

A gas which would conform strictly to the model would be
an ideal gas. However, the model does not exactly
represent any gas under all conditions. No Teal gas is
ideal under all conditions of temperature and pressure.

Experimental data (graphs) may be presented to show
deviations from predicted values. Students should be
encouraged to speculate as to the cause of these
deviations. (Refer to 1Mit 3 Section IITC, p. 21.)



Topics Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

Avogadro's Equal volumes of all gases under the For e:

Hypothesis same conditions of temperature and numbe-

pressure contain equal numbers of as th.

particles. altho-
and 1

The mass of matter that contains 6.02 Since:
struc,
etc..

strucs

mater

x 10
23 (Avogadro's number) structural

particles is called a mole of matter.

This
is ca

A mole of particles of any gas occupies See a
a volume of 22.4 liters at S.T.P. 3, p.

B. Liquids Liquids have definite volume but take Parti
the shape of the container, are i

1. Vapor When-4 liquid,SubStance changes to a The t

pressure _gas the process is called evaporation, gas p
Evaporation tends to take place at all or

temperatures.

In a closed system thevapor (gas) Demon
produced exerts a pressure which at v
increasesHas the temperature of the
liquid:AsHraised and is specific for
each substance and temperature.

2. Boiling A liquid will boil at the temperature
point at which the vapor pressure equals the

pressure on the liquid.

The normal boiling point is the Usual
temperature at which the vapor of a
pressure of the liquid equals one , indi

atmosphere.



Understandings and Fundam ntal Concepts
.Supplementary Information

Equal volumes of all gases under the
same conditions of temperature and
pressure contain lual numbers of
particles.

The mass of matter that contains 6.02
2

x 10
3

(Avogadro's number) structural
particles is called a mole of matter.

A mole of particles of any gas occupies
a volume of 22.4 liters at S.T.P.

Liquids have definite volume but take
the shape of the container.

When 4 liquid tubStance dhanges to a
_gas the process is called evaporation.
Evaporation tends to take place at all
temperatures-.

In a closed system the vapor (gas)
produced exerts a pressure which
increases as the temperature of the
liquis:raised and is specific for,
each sUbstance and temperatute.

A liquid will boil at th e. temperature
at which the vapor pressure equals the
pressure on the liquid.

The normal boiling point is the
temperature at which the vapor
pressure of the liquid equals One .

atmosphere.

17

For example, at the same temperature and pressure, the
number of particles in 1 liter of hydrogen is the same
as the number of particles in 1 liter of oxygen,
although the individual particles of oxygen are heavier
and larger than the individual particles of hydrogen.

Since it is inconvenient to work with individual
structural particles (atoms, molecules, ions, electrons,
etc,) chemists have chosen a unit containiitg many
structural particles for comparing amounts of different
materials.

This unit contains 6.02 x io23
structural particles and

is called a mole.

See also Unit 5, Section II C, p. 34 and Section III A,3, p. 37.

Particles of a liquid have no regular arrangement and
are in constant motion.

The term "va?or" is frequently used to refer to the
gas phase of a substance that is normally a liquid
or solid at room temperature.

Demonstrations of the vapbr pressure of a few liquid's
at various temp es:should be shown.

Usually when refer nce is made to the "boiling point"
of a substance, it is the normal boiling point that is
indicated.



Topics

3. Heat of
vaporization

C. Solids

1. Crystals

Melting
point

Heat of
fusion

Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

The energy required to vaporize a unit
mass of liquid at constant temperature
is called its heat of vaporization.

Solids have definite shape and volume.

All true solids have a crystalline
structure.

Crystals contain particles arranged
in a regular geometric pattern.

Particles are constantly vibrating
even in the solid phase.

Melting point is the temperature at
which a solid substance changes to a
liquid.

The energy required to change a unit
mass of a solid to a liquid at
constant temperature is called its heat
of fusion.

The energy involve
required to overcc
and does not incrc
Thus there is no :
phase change.

Teachers may wish
vaporization expe:
of vaporization
subject to examin

Certain materials
super-cooled liqu

In solids, althou
do not change the
geometric pattern

Melting points ea
which are obtaine
page 3, if read f
cooling curve.

A melting point m
at which the soli
equilibrium.

Teachers may wish
fusion experiment
from experimental
examination.



Inderstandings and Fundamental Concepts

Ile energy required to vaporize a unit

nass of liquid at constant temperature

is called its heat of vaporization.

Solids have definite shape and volume.

All true solids have a crystalline

structure.

Crystals contain particles arranged
in a regular geometric pattern.

Particles are cOnstantly vibrating
even in the solid phase.

Melting point is the temperature at
which a solid substance changes to a

liquid.

The energy requ red to change a unit

mass of a solid to a liquid at

constant temperature is called its heat

of fusion.

Supplementary_Information

The energy involved in the change of phase is

required to overcome binding forces between particles

and does not increase their average kinetic energy.

Thus there is no increase in temperature during the

phase change.

Teachers may wish to have students determine heats of

vaporization experimentally. Calculation of heats

of vaporisation from experimental data will not be

subject to examination.

Certain materials often considered solids are really

super-cooled liquids; e.g., glass, some plastics.

In solids, although the particles are vibrating, they

do not change their relative positions in the regular

geometric pattern.

Melting points can be determined from cooling curves

which are obtained experimentally. The curve shown on

page 3, if read from right to left, would illustrate a

cooling curve.

A melting point may also be defined as the temperature

at which the solid and liquid phases can exist in

equilibrium.

Teachers m y wish to have students determine heats of

fusion experimentally. Calculation of heats offusion

from experimental data will not be subject to

examination.



Topics

4. Sublimation

IV. Definition of
Chemistry

Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

Sublimation is a change from the solid
phase directly to the gas phase with-
out passing through an apparent liquid
phase.

Chemistry is the study of the
composition, structure and properties
of matter, the changes which matter
undergoes, and the energy accompanying
these changes.

19



Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

Sublimation is a change from the solid
phase directly to the gas phase with-
out passing through an apparent liquid
phase.

Chemistry is the study of the
composition, structure and properties
of matter, the changes which matter
undergoes, and the energy accompanying
these changes.

19



I. Atoms

A. Introduction
to atomic
structure

B. Fundamental
particles

1. Electrons

2. Nucleons

a. Protons

b. Neutrons

tc. Other
particles

C. Structure of
atoms

t Optional

Unit 2 - Atomic Struc u e

Under-tandings and Fundamental Conce

Man's concept of the nature of the
atom has undergone change and will
probably continue to do'so.

The atom is a complex unit of
various particles.

An electron has a mass of 1/1836.of
a proton and a unit negative charge.

The particles which compose the
nucleus are called nucleons.

A proton has a mass of approximately
one atomic mass unit and a unit

positive charge.

A neutron has a mass ot approximately
one atomic mass unit and zero charge.

Although protons and neutrons are the

only nuclear particles that have
been identified in an intact nucleus,

other particles have been identified

among the break-down products of

certain nuclear disintegrations.

Atoms differ in the number of protons
and neutrons in the nucleus and in

the configuration of electrons
surrounding the nucleus.

Teachers sh
history of
structure.

This materi
Only a brio

An atomic r
of the 12C

The relati
and stabil
current re

20



Unit 2 - Atomic Struc ure

Understandings and Fundamental Conce-ts

Man's concept of the nature of the

atom has undergone change and will

probably continue to do so.

The atom is a complex unit of
various particles.

An electron has a mass of 10836 of

a proton and a unit negative charge.

The particles which cotpose the
nucleus are called nucleons

A proton has a mass of approximately
one atomic mass unit and a unit

positive charge.

A neutron has a. mass pf approximately

one atomic mass unit'and zero Charge.

Although protons and neutrons are the

only nuclear particles that have
been identified in an intact nucleus,
other particles have been identified

among the break-down products of

certain nuclear disintegrations.

Atoms differ in the number of protons
and neutrons in the nucleus and in

the configuration of electrons
surrounding the nucleus.

lementary Information

Teachers should acquaint pupiZs with at least a brie

history of the development of the theory of atomic

structure.

This material is treated in the Science 7-8-9 program.

Only a brief review should be necessoyy.

An atomic mass unit is defined as exactly 1 12 the mass

of the 12C atom.

The relationship of these particles to the structure

and stability of the nucleus is the subject of mudh

current research.



Topics Under andin s and Fundamental Conce

"Empty space" Most of the atom co
concept space.

2. Nucleus

a. Atomic
number

b. Isotopes

Mass
number

d. Atomic
mass

ists of empty

The mass of the atom is concentrated
almost entirely in the nucleus.

Teachers should potn
gold foil experiment
mostly empty space.

The nature of the fo
together is not adeq-
of much current rese

The atomic number indicates the number The teacher may wish
of protons in the nucleus. X-ray spectra in rel .

atomic numbers. Mos.

charge on the nucleu-
which is interpreted
nucleus.

Isotopes are atoms with the same
atomic number but a different number
of neutrons.

For a given element the number of
protons in the nucleus remains
constant, but the number of neutrons
may vary.

The mass number indicates the total
of the number of proteins and neutrons.

The atomic mass of an element is the
weighted average mass of the
naturally occurring isotopes of that
element. This average is weighted
according to the proportions in which
the isotopes occur.

Atomic mass is measured in atomic
mass units based on 12C equal to
12.000 atomic mass units.

10

The atomic number id-
in the number of neu-

1

Since the masses of
approximately one, t
of the isotope. The
be calculated by sub
'the mass number.

Most elements occur
This accounts for fr
reference tables. I

most abundant isotop
by rounding off the
nearest whole number
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rstajidings and Fundamental Concepts_

of the atom consists of empty

mass of the atom is concentrated
st entirely in the nucleus.

atomic number indicates the number
rotons in the nucleus.

)pes are atoms with the same
ic number but a different number
mtrons.

1 given element the number of
nls in the nucleus remains
tant, but the number of neutrons
iary.

nass number indicates the total

le number of protons and neutrons.

itomic mass of an element is the
Ited average mass of the
mlly occurring isotopes of that
mt. This average is weighted
xling to the proportions in which
Lsotopes occur.

Le mass is measured in atomic
units based on 12C equal to
)0 atomic mass units.

10

Supplementary Information

Teachers should point out the significance of Rutherford's
gold foil experiments which indicated the atom to be
mostly empty space.

The nature of the forces holding nuclear par icles
together is not adequately understood and is the subject
of much current research.

The teacher may wish to discuss Moseley's work on the
X-ray spectra in relation to the determination of the
atomic numbers. Moseley's experiments measured the
charge on the nucleus in units of elementary charge,
which is interpreted as the number of protons in the
nucleus.

The atomic number identifies the element. The difference
in the number of neutrons affects the mass of the atom.

Since the masses of the protons and neutrons are each
approximately one, the mass number approximates the mass
of the isotope. The number of neutrons in an atom can
be calculated by subtracting the atomic number from
the mass number.

Most elements occur naturally as mixtures of isotopes.
This accounts for fractional atomic masses found in
reference tables. In general, the mass number of the
most abundant isotope of an element can be determined
by rounding off the atomic mass of the element to the
nearest whole number.



Topics Understan4ip2s and Fundamental Concepts

The gram atomic mass of an element
is the mass in grams of Avogadro's
number of atoms of that element as
it OCCUTS naturally.

Electrons

Bohr model of
the atom

Principal
energy
levels

2. Quanta

The electrons are outside the
nucleus at various energy levels.

In a neutral atom the total number
of electrons is equal to the number
of protons in the nucleus.

In the Bohr modelelectronS are
-considered to,revolve around the
nucleus in one-of:several concentric
circular orbits or shells.

The orbits, or shells, are called
principal energy levels, and can be
denoted by the letters K, L, M, N, 0,
P, Q, or by the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7.

Electrons in orbits near the nucleus
are at lower energy levels than those
in orbits farther from the nucleus.

When atoms absorb energy, electrons
may shift to a higher energy level.

The excited state is unstable, and the
electrons fall back to lower energy
levels.

Electrons can absorb energy only in

discrete amounts called quanta.

When electrons return to a lower
energy level, energy is emitted in
quanta. r

11

Su-

The gram atomic mass 1
atomic mass. See also

Models should be used
should be pointed out
are approximations and
Students should be abl-
of atoms and ions and
using the model.

When the electrons are
levels the atom is sai

When electrons have al
energy levels, the atl

22



derstandin and Fundamental Conce

e gram atomic mass of an element
the mass in grams of Avogadro's
mber of atoms of that element as
t occurs naturally.

4e electrons are outside the
ucleus at various energy levels.

a a neutral atom the total number
f electrons is equal to the number
f protons in the nucleus.

a the Bohr model, electrons are
onsidered to revolve around the
ucleus in one of several concentric
ircular orbits or shells.

he orbits, or shells, are called
rincipal energy levels, and can be
enoted by the letters K, L, M, N, 0,
, Q, or by the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4,
, 7.

lectrons in orbits near the nucleus
re at lower energy levels than those

a. orbits farther from the nucleus.

heil atoms absorb energy, electrons
ay shift to a higher energy level.

he excited state is unstable, and the
lectrons fall back to lower energy
evels.

lectrons can absorb energy only in
iscrete amounts called quanta.

hen electrons return to a lower
nergy level, energy is emitted in
uanta.

11

Supplementary information

The gram atomic mass is numerically equal to the
atomic mass. See also Unit 5, Section II A, p. 34.

Models should be used to represent atomic structure. It

should be pointed out to the student that these models
are appromimations and do not picture the actual atom.

Students should be able to represent probable structure
ofatoms and ions and to indicateelectronic changes'
using the model.

When the electrons are in the lowest available energy
levels the atom is said to be in the "ground state."

When electrons have absorbed energy and shifted to higher
energy levels, the atom is said to be in an"excited state."

22



Topic:5_-

3. Spectral
lines

E. Orbital-model
of the atom

1. Energy
levels

a. Principal
quantum
number

b. Sublevels

Understandings and Fundamental Concepts_

When electrons in an atom in the
excited state return to lower energy
levels, the energy is emitted as
radiant energy of specific frequency,
producing characteristic spectral
lines which can be used to identify
the element.

The orbital model differs from the
Bohr model in that it does not
represent electrons as moving in
planetary orbits around the nucleus.

The term orbital refers to the
average region traversed by an
electron. Electrons occupy orbitals
that may differ in size, shape, or
space orientation.

The energy levels of electrons within
an atom arc. represented by quantum
numbers.

The principal quantum number (n)
represents the principal energy
level.

The principal energy levels may be
divided into sublevels.

The total number of possible sublevels
for each principal quantum number is
equal to the principal quantum number.
These sublevelsare designated by the
letters s, p, d,and f.

12

S.L_Lu.L.e

The study of spectral lir
evidence regarding energy.

Although Bohr's model acc
hydrogen spectrum, it diC
of heavier and more coli 1

The principal quantum num
of the principal energy 1
Bohr atom and is the same'
periodic table.

Additional spectral line
atoms heavier than hydro
assuMing that the princi
into sublevels.

The principal quantum n
energy level called Is;
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electrons in an atom in the
ted state return to lower energy
ls, the energy is emitted as
ant energy of specific frequency,
ucing characteristic spectral
s which can be used to identify
element.

orbital model differs from the
model in that it does not
esent electrons as moving in
etary orbits around the nucleus.

term orbital refers to the
age region traversed by an
tron. Electrons occupy orbitals
may differ in size, shape, or

e orientation.

energy levels of electrons within
tom are represented by quantum
ers.

principal quantum number (n)
esents the principal energy
1.

principal energy levels may be
ded into sublevels.

total number of possible sublevels
each principal quantum number is
1 to the principal quantum number.
a sublevels are designated by the
ers s, p, d,and f.

Supplementary Information

The study of spectral lines has provided much of the
evidence regarding energy levels within the atom.

Although Bohr's model accounted for the lines of the
hydrogen spectrum, it did not account for the spectra
of heavier and more complicated atoms.

The principal quantum number (n) is equal to the number
of the principal energy level as referred to under the
Bohr atom and is the same as the period number on the
periodic table.

Additional spectral lines appearing in the spectrum of
atoms heavier than hydrogen can be explained only by
assuming that the principal energy levels are divided
into sublevels.

The principal quantum number, when n=1, comprises one
energy level called ls; quantum number 2 (n=2) is made
up of two sublevels called 2s and 2p; quantum number 3
(n=3) is made up of three sublevels called 3s, 3p,and
3d; quantum number 4 (n=4) is made up of four sublevels
called 4s, 4p, 4d1and. 4f. Within a given principal
energy level the lowest,sublevel is the "s" sublevel
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c. Orbitals Each sublevel may consist of one or
more orbitals with each orbital having

a different spvtial orientation.

Electron
configu-
ration

Each electron occupies an orbital.
An orbital can hold no more than two

electrons. The number of orbitals
within the same principal quantum
number (n) is equal to n2

The s sublevel consists of 1 orbital;
the p sublevel consists of 3 orbitals;
the d sublevel consists of 5 orbitals;
the f sublevel consists of 7 orbitals.

Electron configuration of the atoms
in order of their atomic numbers
starting with hydrogen can be built
up by adding one electron at a Vale

according to the following rules:
No more than two electrons can
be accommodated in any orbital.
The added electron is placed in
the unfilled orbital of lowest
energy.
In a given sublevel, a second
electron is not added to an orbital
until each orbital in the sublevel
contains one electron.

13

and the highest is t;
principal quantum nu:
d,or f are used to di
in a particular subl !
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than 4.)

The maximum number o
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quantum
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jnderstandings and Fundamental Concepts_

Each sublevel may consist of one or
more orbitals with each orbital having
a different spatial orientation.

Each electron occupies an orbital.
An orbital can hold no more than two
electrons. The number of orbitals
within the same principal quantum
number (n) is equal to n2.

The s sublevel consists of 1 orbital;
the p sublevel consists of 3 orbitals;
the d sublevel consists of 5 orbitals;
the f sublevel consists of 7 orbitals.

Electron configuration of the atoms
in order of their atomic numbers
starting with hydrogen can be built
up by adding one electron at a time
according to the following rules:

No more than two electron5 can
be accommodated in any orbital.

" The added electron is placed in
the unfilled orbital of lowest
energy.
In a given sublevel, a second
electron is not added to an orbital
until each orbital in the sublevel
contains one electron.

St_Ippla_...ner2.91.-7 Information

and the highest is the "f" sublevel. Both the
principal quantum number and one of the letters S. p,
d,or f are used to describe the energy of an electron

in a particular sublevel. (The number of occupied
sublevels does not exceed four even when n is greater

than 4.)

The maximum number of electrons possible in the vari-us

energy levels and their di!ltribution is shown in the

following table.

Principal
quantum
number

Number s

of
orbitals

(n2)

orbitals
p orbitals

d orbitals
f orbitals

Maximum
number of
electrons

(2n2)_

1

2

4

1

4

9

16

1

13
135
1 3 5 7

2

8

18

32

For the purposes of examination, electron configurations
will- be limited to utome of elements of atomsc
number 1 - 20.

For teachers wsshing to_discuss the electron configu7
rations of elements of higher atomic numbers, the tab e
in-Appendix_I, page 84 indicates the relative energy
levels of electrons in the various sublevels.

24
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3. Valence
electrons

41. No more than four orbitals are In writ
occupied in the outermost electro
principal energy level of any atom. followi

calcium.
6

3p , 4s

The electrons in the outermost The che:
principal energy level of an atom valencd
are referred to as the valence
electrons

The tei
atom ex
consist
valence

The val
dot sym
represe
valence

TF. Probability model It is not possible to determine This is
of the atom both the exact location and the Any exp

velocity of an electron within an electro
atom. The imp

electro
approac
probabi

It is possible to calculate calcui
mathematically the probability of involve
finding an electron in a given region. mathem

An orbital is a region described by The orb
the probability distribution of an cloud."
electron.

t Optional



Understandings and Fundamental Conce ts

No more than four orbitals are
occupied in the outermost
principal energy level of any atom.

The electrons in the outermost
principal energy level of an atom
are referred to as the valence
electrons.

L It is not possible to determi'ie
both the exact location and the
velocity of an electron within an
atom.

It is possible to calculate
mathematically the probability of
finding an electron in a given region.

An orbital is a region described by
the protability distribution of an
electron.

25

Supplementary Information

In writing electron configurations, the number of
electrons in a sublevel is indicated by a superscript
following the designation of the sublevel. For example,
calcium would be represented as 157 252, 2p6, 352,

3p
6

, 45
2
; oxygen would be represented as ls

2
25

2
, 2p

4
.

The chemical properties of an atom are related to the
valence electrons.

The term "kernel" is sometimes used to refer to an
atom exclusive of the valence.electrons. The kernel
consists of the nucleus and-all electrons except the
valence electrons.

The valence electrons may be represented by electron
dot symbols in which the kernel of the atom is
represented by the letter symbol for the element, and the
valence electrons are represented by dots. For example:

Na
00

N a Ar

This is known as the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle.
Any experiment devised to determine the position of an
electron alters both its position and its velocity.
The impossiblity of determining the actual path of ar
electron has led to the discarding of the deterministic
approach to atomic structure, and the adoption of a
probability approach based on wave mechanics,

calculations of probabilities based on wave mechanics
involve concepts beyond the scope of high schoo
mathematics.

The orbital i5 sometimes represented as an "electron
cloud."
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tG. Quantum
numbers

H. Ionization
energy

I. Electron
affinity

J. Electro-
negativity

t Optional

Four quantum numbers are required
to describe accurately the energy
and most probable location of any
electron of an atom.

Principal quantum number. This
number (n) denotes the major axis
of the o2bita1 of an electron and
represents the average distance
from the nucleus.
Orbital quantum number. This
number GO indicates the shape of
the orbital.
Magnetic quantum number. This
number (m) indicates how an orbital
is oriented in space.
Spin quantum number. This number
(s) describes the spin of the
electron.

Ionization energy is the mmount of
energy required to remove the most
loosely bound electron from an atom
in the gaseous phase.

Electron affinity is a measure of the
energy released when an extra electron
is added to an atom to form a negative

ion.

Electronegativity is the ability of
an atom to attract the electrons that
form a bond between it and another
atomT.

15

The orbital quantum
as the azimuthal qu

Ionization energy
electron. The seco
removal of the seco
Each L-accessive ior
previous one. In
Elements in the Re
ionizatior energies
Ionization energies
properties of elem
D, pp. 26-27.,)

Electron affiniti
been determined fo
elements.

Electronegativity
scale on which flu
element, is assign
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Four quantum numbers are required
to describe accurately the energy
and most probable location nf any
electron of an atom.

Principal quantum number. This
number (n) denotes the major axis
of the orbital of an electron and
represents the aVerage distance
from the nucleus.
Orbital quantum number. This
number (t) indicates the shape of
the orbital.
Magnetic quantum number. This
number (m) indicates how an orbital
is oriented in space.
Spin quantum number. This number
(s) describes the spin of the
electron.

Ionization energy is the amount of
energy required to remove the most
loosely bound electron from an atom
in the gaseous phase.

Electron affinity is a measure of the
energy released when an ektra electron
is added to an atom to form a negative
ion.

Electronegativity is the ability of
an atom to attract the electrons that

form a bond between it and another
atom.

15

Supplementary Information

The orbital quantum number is sometimes referred to
as the azimuthal quantum number.

Ionization energy refers to the removal of the first

electron. The second ionization energy refers to the
removal of the second most loosely bound electron.
Each successive ionization energy is greater than the
previous one. In the table of "Representative"
Elements in the Reference Tables fbr Chemistry,
ionization energies are expressed in electron,volts.
Ionization energies are used to compare chemical
properties of elements. (See Unit 4, Sec-Lon II C and
D, pp. 26-27

Electron affinities are difficult to measure and have
been determined for only a relatively small number of

elements.

Electronegativity values are based on am arbitrary
scale on which fluorine, the most electronegative
element, is assigned a value of 4.0.

2 g



Tuics Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

II. Natural
Radioactivity

Radioactivity is the spontaneous
disintegration of the nucleus of an
atom with the emission of particles
and rays.

Some naturally occurring elements
are radioactive.

A. Differences in Emanations differ from each other in
emanations mass, charge, penetrating power, and

ionizing power.

Nuclear disintegration of naturally
radioactive atoms produces alpha
particles, beta particles, and
gamma radiations.

Alpha decay When an alpha particle is given off
as the result of nuclear disintegration
the reaction is called alpha decay.

Alpha particles are helium nuclei..
=

16

The electronegativi
the reactivity of t.1
electronegativity bi
predicting the natut
between the two elet
II B, pp. 19-2W

This topic is also
Block L

When one element is
a result of a chang
is callec transmuta

There are no stable
numbers greater tha

Stvdents should be
equations.

An atom which emits
alpha emitter.

When an atom emits
number is reduced b
reduced by 4.

Example:

-226
Ra

88



Understandin s and Fundamental Conce ts

Radioactivity is the spontaneous
lisintegration of the nucleus of an
atom with the emission of particles
mnd rays.

knne naturally occurring elements
ire radioactive.

nonations differ from each other in
ass, charge, penetrating power, and
onizing power.

uclear disintegration of naturally
adioactive atoms produces alpha
articles, beta particles, and
Imam radiations.

len an alpha pa,-ticle is given off
; the result of nuclear disintegration
le reaction is called alpha decay.

oha particles are helium nuclei

16 2

St_1221Tentary Information

The electronegativity of an element does not measure
the reactivity of the element. The difference in
electronegativity between two elements is used in
predicting the nature of the bond that may be formed
between the two elements. (See also Unit 3, SectionII B, pp. l9-20)

This topic is also treated in the Sel21
Block E Livin with the Atom.

When one element is changed to another element asa result of a change in the nucleus, the chnngeis called transmutation.

There are no stable isotopes known with atomic
numbers greater than 83.

Students should be able to balance given nuclearequations.

An atom which emits an alpha particle is called analpha emitter.

When an atom emits an alpha particle, the atomic
number is reduced by 2 and the mass number is
reduced by 4.

Example:

226, 222
4- He

88 86 2
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2. Beta decay

Gamma
radiation

B. Separating
emanations

C. Half-life

When a beta particle is given off as
the result of nuclear disintegration,
the reaction is called beta decay.

In natural radioactivity beta
particles are high speed electrons.

Gamma rays are similar to high energy
X-rays.

Separation of emanations is possible
by an electric field or magnetic
field.

The half-life of a radioactive isotope
is the time required for one-half of
the nuclei of any given sample of that
isotope to disintegrate.

17

An atom which emits
emitter.

When an atom emits
is increased by 1 E
same.

Examp3e:

234Th
90

Gamma rays are not
charge.

In an electric fie:
toward the negativd
toward the positivl
affected by the fi

Simple examples sh(
mass of an isotope
calculated.

A knowledge of the
radioactive isotop
calculate the age
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eta particle is given off as

lt of nuclear disintegration,
tion is called beta decay.

radioactivity beta
:s are high speed electrons.

Lys are similar to high energy

.on of emanations is possible
Lectric field or magnetic

Su -lemcntary Information

An atom which emits a beta particle is called a beta

emitter.

When an atom emits a beta particle the atomic number

is increased by 1 and the mass number remains the

same.

Example:

234 234,
tn ra

90 91 -1

e

Gamma rays are not particles and do not have mass or

charge.

In an electric rield, alpha particles are deflected

toward the negative electrode, beta particles
toward the positive electrode, while gamma rays are not

affected by the field.

F-life of a radioactive isotope Simple examples should be used to demonstra e that the

:ime required for one-half of mass of an isotope remaining after a given time can be

Lei of any given sample of that calculated.

to disintegrate.

A knowledge of the half-life and concentrations of a

radioactive isotope in a substance enables one to

calculate the age of the substance.

17



Topics

I. The Nature of
ChemLcal Bonding

A. Energy stored
in bonds

B. Energy changes
in bonding

C. Bonding and
stability

II.Bonds Between Atoms

A. Ionic

Unit 3 Bondin

Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

A chemical bond results from the
simultaneous attraction of electrons
to two nuclei.

Chemical energy is potential energy. Th
The energy is stored in chemical bonds. en

th

When a chemical bond is formed, energy Wh
is released. When a chemical bond is th
broken, energy is absorbed. se

Generally,systems at low energy levels
are more stable than systems at high
energy levels.

Generally,chemical changes will occur
.among atoms if the changes lead to a
lower energy condltion_, and hence a
more stable structure.

The electrons Involved ir bond for-
mation may be transferred from one atom
to another, or may be shared equally or
unequally between two atoms.

An ionic bond is formed by the transfer
of one or more electrons between atoms.

Fo-
ne
it
res
le
ex
de
de
ex
am
the
CO

Whe
the
me
ma
pla
ma

The
ion
fer
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Unit 3 - Bonding

Understandings _ d Fundamen al Concepts

A chemical bond results from the
simultaneous attraction of electrons
to two nuclei.

Chemical energy is potential energy.
The energy is stored in chemical bonds.

When a chemical bond is formed, energy
is released. When a chemical bond is
broken, energy is absorbed.

Generally,systems at low energy levels
are more stable than systems at high
energy levels.

Generally,chemical changes will occur
among atoms if the changes lead to a
lower energy condition, and hence a
more stable structure.

The electrons involved in bond for-
mation may be transferred from one atom
to another, or may be shared equally or
unequally between two atoms.

Supplementary Intormati

The teacher may wish to use the analogy of paten ial
energy stored in an object when it is lifted against
the force of gravity.

When two atoms are held together hy a chemical bond,
they are at a lower energy condition than when they are
separated.

For example, when an element such as fluorine, with a
nearly filled outer sh 11, reacts with another element
it usually releases energy in the process because the
resulting state of the compound is at a lower energy
level. Such a reaction would be an example of an
exothermic reaction. When the compound thus formed is
decomposed, energy must be put into the compound to
decompose or break it up. Therefore this would be an
example of an endothermic reaction. Exactly the same
amount of energy would be required to force this endo-
thermic reaction to proceed as was released when the
compound was formed.

When atoms of tho elements enter into chemical reaction,
they do so in a manner that results in their becoming
more like inert gas atoms in that they contain their
maximum complement of valence electrons. This would
place them in a condition of lowest energy content and
maximum stability.

An ionic bond is formed by the transfer The transfer of plectrons results in the formation of
of one or more electrons between atoms_ In ionic bonding the number of electrons trans-

is such that the atoms involved achieve an inert



TREi
Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

B. Covalent

Ionic solids have high melting points,
but as solids they do not conduct
electricity.

A covalent bond is formed when two
atoms share electrons.

When electrons are shared between atoms
of equal electronegativity, they are
shared equally and the resulting bond
is nonpolar.

When electrons are shared between atoms
of unequal electronegativity, they are
shared unequally and the resulting
bond is polar.

When the two shared electrons forming-
a covalent bond are both donated by one
of the atoms, this bond is called a
coordinate covalent bond.

The ionic or covalent character of the
bond can be estimated from differences
in electronegativity of the reacting

species.

Supplementary In

gas configuration. Since the ion ha_
electron configuration than the atom
the ion differ from those of the atm
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Supplementary Information

gas configuration. Since the ion has a different

electron configuration than the atom, the properties of

the ion differ from those of the atom.

In the geometric structure' of the solid onic crystal,

ions form the crystal lattice and are held in

relatively fixed positions by electrostatic attraction.

When melted, vaporized, or dissolved in water the crystal

lattice is destroyed and the ions move freely. Examples

of ionic solids are sodium chloride and magnesium oxide.

An example of a nonpolar covalent bond is found in the

fluorine molecule:
X X

F F
oto

An example of a polar covalent bond is found in the

hydrogen chloride molecule:

A coordinate covalent bond, once formed, is no different

from an ordinary covalent bond. The difference lies in

the source of the electrons involved in the bond.

The coordinate covalent bond is frequently involved in

the bonding within radicals and polyatomic ions.

The coordinate covalent bond is of importance in modern

acid-base theory. (See Unit 7, Section III B, p. 6W

Electronegativity differences give an indication of the

character of the bond. Electronegativity differences

of 1.7 or greater indicate a bond that is predominantly

ionic in character. Differences less than 1.7 indicate

that the bond is predominantly cuvalent. (Some

exceptions to this may be found. For example, the metal



Topics

1. Molecular

substances

2. Network

solids

Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

A molecule may be defined as a discrete

particle formed by covalently bonded
atoms.

Molecular substances may exist as gases

liquids, or solids, depending on the
attraction that exists between the
molecules.

Generally, mole,cular solids are soft,

electrical insulators, poor heat

conductors ,and have low melting points.

Certain solids consist of covalently
bonded atoms linked in 'a network which

extends throughout the sample with an

absence of simple discrete particles.
Such a substance is said to be a net-
work solid, sometimes called a
macro molecule.

Generally, networlc solids are hard,

electrical insu]ators, poor conductors
of heat, and have high melting points.

Suppi

hydrides, with an electro

less than 1.7, are predom

A molecule has also been

particle of an element or

pendent motion.

Stable molecules usually
atom has the electron con

when the shared electrons
counted as belonging to b

covalent bond.

Examples of mOlecUles are

C H
' 6 12-0 6!

The teacher may wish to p

exceptions vo the octet r

, The forces of attraction

general properties of the
developed below under Sec

21-22. ,

Examples of network solid
diamonds, silicon carbide

(SiO
2).

31



Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

A molecule may be defined as a discrete

particle formed by covalently bonded

atoms.

MolecUlar -substances'may exist. Asgasps

selids, depending on the

attraction that exifls between the
mOlecnles.

Generally, molecular solids are soft,

electrical insulators, poor heat

conductors,and have low melting points.

Certain solids consist of covalently

bonde& atoms linked in a network which

extends throughout the sample with an

absence of simple discrete particles.

Such a substance is said to be a net-

work solid, sometimes called a

macro molecule.

71Ze'r-7.rtit!...nirrMt!tret.f.r."Zrnt.:M7,1rzergt, WZTZFrptrr: OnTrMw,

Supplementary Information

hydrides, with an electronegativity difference of

less than 1.7, are predominantly ionic.)

A molecule has also been defined as the smallest

particle of an element or compound capable of inde-

pendent motion

Stable molecules usually have structures such that each

atom has the electron configuration of an inert gas atom

when the shared electrons forming each covalent bond are

counted as belonging to both atoms connected by that

covalent.bond.

Examples of mOlecules are H , NH3, 1120, HC1 CC14, S
8'

C H 0-.
6 12 o.

Yhe teacher may wish to point out that there are

exceptions to the octet ruZe in certain molecular species.

The forces of attraction between molecules and the

general properties of the resulting substances are

developed below under Section III of this unit, pp.

21-22.

Generally, netwotk 'solids are hard,'

eleCtrical insulators', poor conductors

of heat-,.-And have high melting points.

Examples of network solids are asbestos, graphita,

diamonds, silicon carbide (SiC), and silicon dioxide

(SiO
2
),

31
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C. Metallic

III. Molecular

Attraction

A. Dipoles

B. Hydrogen

bonding

C. Van der Waals'

forces

Metallic bonding occurs between atoms

which have vacant valence orbitals

and low ionization energies.

Groups of atoms covalently bonded in a

molecule may in turn be attracted to

similar molecules or to ions.

The asymmetric distribution of

electrical charge in a molecule gives

rise to a molecule which is polar in

nature and is referred to as a dipole.

Dipoles attract one anothet with

electtostatic fOrceS.

,HydrogenliOndte formed between
Molecules in,Whith'hYdrogen is

covalently bonded to an element of

'Hsmall,' atomic tadius:and high:

electronegativity.

Even iii the absence of dipole

attraction and hydrogen bonding, as in

nonpolat molecules, weak attractive

forces exist between molecules. These

forces are called van der Waal's forces.

21
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letallic bonding occurs between atoms
hich have vacant valence orbitals
nd low ionization energies.

roups of atoms covalently bonded in a
olecule may in turn be attracted to
imilar molecules or to ions.

le asymmetric distribution of
lectrical charge in a molecule gives
Lse to a molecule which is polar in
iture and is referred to as a dipole.

poles attract One another with
ectrostatic forces.-

drogewhOnds ate'Iormed between
leculeS in which hydrogen is
valently bonded to an element of
all atomic radius:and ,high

ctronegativity.

11 in the absence of dipole

:raction and hydrogen bonding, as in
tpolar molecules, weak attractive
Tes exist between molecules. These
Tes are called van der Waal's forces.

Supplementary Information

A metal consists of an arrangement of positive ions
which are located at the crystal lattice sites, and
are immersed in a "sea" of mobile electrons. These
mobile electrons can be considered as belonging to the
whole crystal rather than to individual atoms. This
mobility of electrons distinguishes the metallic bond
from an ionic or covalent bond.

A molecule composed of only two atoms will be a dipole if
the bond between the atols is polar.

Molecules composed of more_than two atoms ma
nonpolar even though the individual bonds ay
the shape of the molecule is such that symme
distribution of charge results. For examplr

nonpolar molecule that can be represented a
. while 112 0 is a polar mOleCule that may be r(

be

)olar, if

0
2

is a

0 = C = 0

resented as

0

H H

When a hydrogen atom is bonded to a highly electro-
negative atom, the hydrogen has such a small share of
the electron pair that it is almost like a bare proton.
As such it can be attracted to the electronegative atom
c)f an adjacent molecule. This accouats for the high
boiling point of 1110 as compared with the boiling point
of H2S. Hydrogen 'bonding is important in compounds of
hydrogen with fluorine, oxygen, or nitrogen.

32
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Van der Waal's forces make it possible for species of
small nonpolar molecules (such as hydrogen, helium,
oxygen, etc.) to exist in the liquid and solid phase
under conditions of low temperature and high pressure.
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Van der Waal's forces increase with
an increasing number of electrir.i-
(hence with increasing molecular size
and molecular mass) and with decreasing
distance between the molecules.

'121. Molecule-ion' .PolarCovalent'coMpounds,.:when inter-

attraction' acting With ionie compounds; attraCt
ions from these compounds and, form-

.1V., Directional Nature- ,,Generally the geometric structure

of Covalent Bonds:. of-covalent substanceswhich.results
from the' directional nature.of the
covalent bond helps to explain
properties of the resulting molecule.

V. Chemical Formula A chemicF formula is both a
qualitatiVe and a:qUantitative
expression.of the composition of an
element or a Compound...:

A. Symbol A symbol may represent one atom or
'one mole of atoms of an element.
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*CS Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

Van der Waal's forces increase with

an increasing number of electrons

(hence with increasing molecular size

and molecular mass) and with decreasing

distance between the molecules.

e-ion POlar cOvalent'compounds, when inter-

ion acting with ionk comPounds; .attract'

ions from theSe compounds and form

a solution.

al Nature Generally the geometric structure

nt Bonds of covalent substances which results

from the directional nature of the

covalent bond helps to explain

properties of the resulting molecule.

Formula A chemical formula is both a

qualitative and a quantitative

expression of the composition of an

element or a compound.

A symbol may represent one atom or

one mole of atoms of an element.

22

-Supplementary Information.

The effect of molecular size on the magnitude of the

van der Waal's forces accounts for the increasing

boiling points of a series of similar compounds (such

as the alkane series of hydrocarbons) with increasing

molecular mass. The increasing boiling points of the

halogens with increasing molecular mass can also be

explained in terms of increasing van der Waal's forces.

'Van der Waal's forces appear to be due to chance

distribution of electrons resUlting in momentary

dipole attractions.

Ionic compounds are generally soluble in liquids such

as water, alcohol, and liquid ammonia, which are polar

compounds. The negative ion of the substance being

dissolved is attracted to the positive end of the

adjacent polar molecules, while the positive ion is

attracted to the negative end of the polar molecules.

Water is the polar substance most commonly used to

dissolve these ionic compounds. When an ionic

compound isslissolved in water, its crystal lattice is

destroyed and water molecules surround each ion forming

hydrated ions. It is because water is a dipole that

this attraction between the water molecules and the

positive or negative ion exists. The orienting of wate

molecules around ions is called hydration of the ions.

This process is important in aqueous chemistry.

The polarity of water is explained by the shape of

the molecule.

One mole of atoms is Avogadro s number bf atoms

(6.02 x 1
023

).

33



Topics

B. Formula

1. Molecular

2. Empirical.

C. Nomenclature:

Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

A formula is a statement in chemical
symbols which represents the compo-
sition of a substance.

A molecular formula indicates the total
number of atoms of each element needed
to form the molecule.

An empirical formula represents the
ratio in which the atoms combine to
form a compound.

The chemical name of a ,compound gener-

ally indicates the chemical composition
of the substance.

34
23
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tandings and Fundamental Concepts

ula is a statement in chemical

ls which represents the compo-

of a substance.

cular formula indicates the total

of atoms of each element needed

the molecule.

irical formula represents the

in.which the atoms combine to

a compound.

emical name of a compound gener-

'ndicates the chemical composition

substance.

34

Supplementary Information

Where necessary, teachers should.review the use of
. subscripts, brackets, and coefficients cis treated in

Science 7, 8, 9, Block J.

Empirical formulas are used to represent ionic compounds

which do not exist as. discrete molecular entities.

Students should bo faMiliar with the traditional

nomenclature used in naming the common acida, bases,

and salts.

Students should know the relationship between the name

otan acid and the name of the Corresponding salt.
For example:

Ncane of Acid Name of Sodium SaZt

Hydrochloric
Hypochlorous

Chlorous

Chloric

Perchloric

Sodium chloride

SodiuMilypochlorite

Sodium chlorite'

SbidiUm'.chlorate

Sodium perchlorate

In naming the salts of metals which may have more than

one oxidation number the Stock system should be used.

In this system, Roman numerals indicate the oxidation

number of the metal ion. For example, Fe0 is named

iron (II) oxide, and Fe203 is named iron (III) oxide.

The Stock system should be extended to the naming of

compounds of two nonmetals. For example, N20 is named

nitrogen (I) oxide, NO is named nitrogen (II) oxide,

and NO2 is named nitrogen (IV) oxide.
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Topics dnderstandings and Fundamental Conce ts

VI. Chemical Equations An evation represents the qualitative
and quantitative changes in bonding
and energy that -cake place in a

chemical reaction. .

Equations must conform to the laws
of conservation of mass and dharge.

Simple equations that
should be introduced;

2H
2

0 4 2H
2
0

2

Balancing red= react
Section III, pp. 69-7

Energy is usually omi

are aot concerned wit

iIn an equation, it is
phase of reactants all

using the symbols (s)

gas; and (aq) - in aq
shown above could be





Understandings and Fundamental Conce2Ill SupaTentary Information

Lons An equation represents the qualitative Simple equations that can be balanced by inspection

and quantitative changes in bonding should be introduced; e.g.,

and energy that take place in a

chemical reaction, 211 0 + 2H
2
0 heat

2 2

Balancing red= reactions is taken up in Unit 8,

Section III, pp. 69-70.

Equations must conform to Cie laws Energy is usually omitted from the equation when we

of conservation of mass and charge are not concerned with it.

In an equation, it is often desirable to indicate the

phase of reactants and products. This may be done by

using the symbols (s) - solid; (t) - liquid; Cg)

gas; and (aq) - in aqueous solution. The equation

shown above could be written:

2H2(g) 02(g) 21120 (0 heat



Topics

I. Development of
Periodic Table

II. Properties of
Elements in the
Periodic Table

A. Atomic radii

Unit 4 - Periodic Table

Understandings and Fundamental. Concepts

The periodic table of the elements has
passed through many stages of develop-
ment evolving into the present form.

The atomic number is the basis of the
arrangement in the present form of the
periodic table.

The properties of theelements depend
,on the structureJ)fthe.atomi and vary

p+r)micnumber in a systematic

-ontal rows of the periodi
taule are called periods or rows. The

properties of elements change
systematically through a period.

The vertical columns of the periodic
table ar called groups or families.
The elements of a group exhibit
similar or related properties.

The atomic radius is one-half the
measured inter-nuclear distance in the
solid phase. Atomic radius is a
periodic property of the elements.

Within a single period of the periodic
table, the atomic radius generally
decreases as the atomic number
increases.

Observed regularitie
Mendeleev and others
to be functions of t
lished that properti
functions of the ato

The relation betwee
be interpreted in t
in the orbitals of

Within any one peri
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Unit 4 -

Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

The periodic table of the elements has

passed through wany stages of develop-

ment evolving into the present form.

The atomic number is the basis of the

arrangement in the present form of the

periodic table.

The properties of theelements depend

on the structurecf,the.:atom,-,and vary

with the,atomic,number in a Systematic

way.

The horizontal rows of the periodic

table are called periods or rows. The

properties of elements change

systmatically through a period.

Periodic Table

Supplementary Information

Observed regularities in properties of elements led

Mendeleev and others to consider these regularities

to be functions of the atomic mass Moseley estab-

lished that properties of elements are periodic

functions of the atomic number.

The vertical columns of the periodic

table are called groups or families.

The elements of a group exhibit

similar or related properties..

The atomic radius is one-half the .

measured inter-nuclear distancein the

solid phase. Atomic radiui is a

periodic property of the eleMents'.

Within a single period of the periodic

table, the atomic radius generally

decreases as the atomic number

increases.

The relation between atomic radius and atomic number can

be interpreted in terms of the arrangement of electrons

in the orbitals of atoms and in terms of nuclear charge.

Within any one period the electrons in the outer

orbitals are arranged around a kernel containing the

same number of 'filled leve:s. As one proceeds from

left to right in the period, increase in nuclear charge

due to the increasing number of protons pulls the

electrons more tightly around the nucleus. This

increased attraction more than balances the repulsion

between the added electron and other electrons, and

thus the atomic radius is reduced.



Topics Understandin s and Fundamental Concepts

B. Ionic radii

The members of any group in the For a
periodic table generally show an membe
increase in atomic radius with an level
increase in atomic number. are f

incre
incre

A loss or_gain of electrons by an
atom causes a corresponding Change
in size.

Measu
and d
re-sul
under
aiffe

Metal
AOns.
corre

Nonme
:.becom

the c

Atomi
0

(A) u

Metal atoms possess relatively low More
ionization energies.

Metal atoms tend to lose electrons Metal
to form positive ions when combining eleme
with other elements.

Metals usually possess tke properties All
of high thermal and electrical
conductivity, metallic luster,
malleability, and ductility.

26



Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

The members of any group in the

periodic table generally show ah

increase in atomic radius with an

increase in atomic number.

A loss or gain of electrons by an

atom causes a corresponding change

in size.

Metal atoms possess relatively low

ionization energies.

Metal atoms tend to lose electrons

to form positive ions when combining

with other elements.

Metals usually possess the properties

of high thermal and electrical

conductivity, metallic luster,

malleability, and ductility.

Supplementary Information

For a group of elements, the atoms of each successive

member have a larger kernel containing more filled

levels. Hence the electrons in the unfilled orbitals

are farther from the nucleus. This results in an

increase in atomic radius as the atomic number

increases among the elements in a group.

MeasureNent of inter-nuclear distances is difficult,

and different methods may give slightly difftrent

resuZts. For purposes of this course the important

understanding is the relationship of atomic number to

differences in atomic sine.

Metal atoms lose one or more electrons when they form

ions. Ionic radii of metals a,e smaller than the

corresponding atomic radii.

Nonmetal atOmsgain oneor'more electrOns When they

1)etoMe ,ToniC _radii of nOnmetals are larget-than

thecOrresponding atoMiCHradiL

Atomic and ionic radii are usually measur:d in Angstrom
0

'8
(A) unitS (1A = lOT cm.)

More than two-thirds of the elements are metals.

Metallic properties are most pronounced in those

elements on the lower left side of the periodic table.

All metals except mercury are solids at room temperature.



Topics

D. Nonmetals

E. Metalloids

III. Chemistry of a
Group (Family)

Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

Nonmetal
energies
and thus

atoms possess high ionization
and high electron affinities,
have high elee,tronegativities.

Nonmetal atoms tend to gain electrons
when in combination with metals, or to
share electrons when in combination with
other elements.

Nonmetals in the solid phase tend to be
brittle, to have low thermal and
electrical conductivities, and to lack
metallic luster.

Metalloids are those elements which
have some properties characteristic
of metals and other properties
characteristic of nonmetals.

Suppl

Nonmetallic propert
elements in the upp

table.

Nonmetals tend to o
network solids. (Th
volatile liquid at

The elements in each group exhibit
relate& chemical properties. Similar-
ities in chemical properties within
a group are associated with similarity
in the number of valence electrons.

Examples of metallo
and tellurium.

Minimum_requirement
individual groups
sections of this se
win discuss the pr
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the principles out1
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to uses in home an
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erstandings and Fundamental Conce t

metal atoms possess high ionization

rgies and high electron affinities,

thus have high electronegativities.

metal atoms tend to gain electrons

n in combination with' metals, or to

re electrons when in combination with

er elements.

etals in the solid phase tend to be

ttle, to have low thermal and

ctrical conductivities, and to lack

allic luster.

alloids are those elements which
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metals and other properties

racteristic cf nonmetals;

elements in each group exhibit

ate& chemical properties.. Similar-

es I.11 chethicalTropertieS within

roup areassooiated with Similarity
the number of valence electTons.

§22Elementary Information

Nonmetallic properties are most pronounced in those

elements in the upper right corner of the periodic

table.

Nonmetals tend to be gases, molecular solids, or

network solids. (The exception is bromine which is a

volatile liquid at room temperature.)

Examples of metalloids are boron, silicon, arsenic,

and tellurium.

Minimum requirements for -0;e detailed study of

individual groups are indicated in the following eub-

sections of this section. It is expected that teachers

will discuss the properties of the elements and their

important compounds in suffic-bent detail to illustrate

the principles outlined in these subsections. The

properties of the compounds studied should be related

to usee in home cnd industry. Some material from

Unit 10 of this syllabus may be incorporated at this

point. Technological details of preparations, and uses

in home and industry will not be subject to examination.

Related chemical properties are illustrated by the

similarity in the type of compound formed by the members

of a group. For example, the elements in Group IA form

chlorides having the general formula MC1 where M

represents,any member of the group. Elements in Group

IIA form chlorides having the general formula MC1,.
4



Topics Underc.tandings and Fundamental Concepts

In general, the properties of elements Prope
in a group change progressively as the expla
atomic number increases. atomi
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table, as the atomic number increases,

the radius of the ntom

4.,le ionization energy of the element
generally decreases.
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the elements tend to have more
metallic properties.

A. Groups IA and Groups IA and IIA include the most
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Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

In general, the properties of elements

jn a group change progressively as the

atomic number increases.

In the "A" groups of the periodic

table, as the atomic nue: r increases,

the radius of the atom increases.

the ionization energy of the element

generally decreases.

Supplementary Information

Properties of the members of a group should be

explained in terms of bonding, electroAegativity,

atomic size, and so forth. It should be pointed out

that anomalies in the properties of elements within a

group do occur. For example, in Group IIIA - boron

does not form a t3 ion as do other members of the

group. These anomalies occur most frequently among

the elements in Period 2 because of the relative

closeness of the valence electrons to the nucleus, and

the relatively small shielding effect of the two

electrons in the K shell.

41 the electronegativity of the element

generally decreases.

the elements tend to have more

metallic properties.

Groups IA and IIA include the most

reactive metals.

The ionization energy decreases tilith increasing atomic

number because of the increased dictance of the valence

electron(s) from the nucleus and also because of the

increased shielding effect as new occupied eml.rgY levels

are added to the atom.

It should be pointed out that the relative tendency of

the atoms to form compounds (sometimes called the

reactivity of the element) cannot be predicted from the

electronegativity of the atom, but should be ascertained

from the Standard Oxidation Potential Tables.

--Elements in Group IA are called the alkali metals.

Elements in 'Group IIA are 'called the.alkaline earth

: Metals.

'Aiecause of their reactivity Group IA and IIA elements

occur in nature only in compounds.
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The elements in both groups have
relatively low ionization energies and

electronegativities. They lose
electrons readily to form ionic
compounds that are relatively stable.

Generally, the reactivity within both
groups tends to increase with an
increase in atomic number.

Sup

The elements in these g

gas structure by covale

compounds.

Exceptions to this occ
reactivity of lithium i
lithium ion and its co

In the same period, each Group IA metal
is more reactive than the corresponding
Group IIA metal.

The elements in both -groups are
usually reduced to their free state by

the electrolysis of their fused

compounds.

. Crimp VA: or VIA

1. Group VA The elements in Group VA show a marked
progression from, nonmetallic to
metallic properties with increasing
atomic .number.

The element nitrogen is relatively
inactive at room temperature.

The element phosphorus is more
reactive than nitrogen at room

temperature.

Nitrogen compounds are essential
constitutents .of all living matter':

Nitrogen and phosphoru
and antimony are class

, metal lic ,in 'both apPea

In general, the reacti
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derstandings and Fundamental Concepts

e elements in both groups have

elatively low ionization energies and

lectronegativities. They lose

lectrons readily to form ionic

compounds that are relatively stable.

Generally, the reactivity within both

groups tends to increase with an

increase in atomic number.

In the same period, each Group IA metal

is more reactive than the corresponding

Group IIA metal.

SuppleMentary Information

The elements in these groups cannot achieve an inert

gas structure by cOvalent bonding, and form only ionic

compounds.

Exceptions to this occur in Group IA. The high

reactivity of lithium is due to the small size of the

lithium ion and its corresponding high hydration energy.

The elements in both groups are

usually reduced to their 'fre'e state by

the electrolysis of their fused

compounds.

The elements in Group VA show a marked

progression from nonmetallic to

metallic properties with increasing

atomic number.

The element nitrogen is relatively

inactive at room temperature.

The element phosphorus is more

reactive than nitrogen at roam

temperature.

Minimum requirements are limited to the study of Group

V4 or VIA, but not both.

Nitrogen and phosphorus are typical nonmetals; arsenic

and antimony are classified as metalloids; bismuth is

metallic in both appearance and properties.

In general, the reactivity of nonmetals in the same

group decreases with increasing atomic number. Nitrogen

and phosphorus are an exception to this rule. Nitrogen

exists as a diatomic molecule with a triple bond

between the two atoms. Phosphorus, because of its

larger atomic size, does not exist as a diatomic

molecule at room temperature, but exists as a tetratomic

molecule, P4. The high energy required to break the

triple NEN bond explains the relative inactivity of

nitrogen.

Nitrogen compounds are essential Students who have studied! biclogy or science 7,83 9

constitutents of all living matter, should have,some knobledge of the nitrogen cycle.
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Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

Generally, nitrogen compounds are
relatively unstable.

Phosphorus compounds are essential
constituents of all living matter.

The,elements in Group VIA show.a
marked progressionjrom nonmetallic to
metallic properties with an:increase:in
atominumber.

The element oxygen is an active nonmetal.

Sulfur is less reactive than oxygen.

Selenium and tellurium are
ra.::.e elements.

The insta
useful as
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Polonium is a radioactive element.

The elements in Group VIIA are typical
nonmetals.
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Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

Generally, nitrogen compounds are

relatively unstable.

Phosphorus compounds are essential

constituents of all living matter.

The elements in Group VIA show a
marked progression from nonmetallic to

metaliit properties with an increase'in

atomic nuMber.

Supplementary Information

The instability of many nitrogen compounds makes them

useful as explosives.

Students who have studied biology will be familiar

with calcium phosphate as a constituent of bones and

teeth, and with the phosphate linkage present in DNA

and RNA.

Oxygen and sulfur are typical nonmetals; selenium and

tellurium are classified as metalloids; polonium shows

metallic properties.

The element oxygen is an active nonmetal.

Sulfur is less reactive than oxygen.

Selenium and tellurium are
rare elements.

Polonium is a radioactive element.

The elements in Group VIIA are typical
nonmetals.

Oxygen forms compounds with most elements. The

existence of oxygen in its free state, in spite of its

high reactivity, is explained by the continuous
production of oxygen by plants during photosynthesis.

Because of its high electronegativity, oxygelin com-
poundsalways shows a negative oxidation state except

when combined with fluorine:

Sulfur in compounds shows both negative and positive

oxidation states.

Seleniukan&telluriuM show:anegatiVe oxidation state
when combined withhYdrOgen In mostHother compounds

they show positive oxidation state's-.

Polonium is an alpha emitter.

Polonium is a degradation product of uraniuo.

Group VITA is known as the halogen family.

Although the metallic character increases with increasing
atomic number, none of the elements in the group is a

metal. (Astatine is radioactive with a very short half-

life. It has not been found in nature and its

properties are not well known.)



Topics, Understandings and Fundamental Concepts_

The elements in Group VIIA have rela-
tively high electronegativities.

The physical form of the free element,
at room temperature, varies with
increasing atomic number.

D. Transition
elements

The elements are usually prepared from
the corresponding halide ion by
removing one of the electrons from the
ion.

Transition elements are those elements
in which the two outermost shells may
be involved in a chemical reaction.

Transition elements generally exhibit
multiple oxidation states.

The ions of transition elements are
usually cclored, both in solid
compounds and in solution.

Supplemen
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elements in Group VIIA have rela-

ly high electronegativities.

physical form of the free element,

oom temperature, varies with

easing atomic number.
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ving one of the electrons from the

sition elements are those elements
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lly colored, both in solid

ounds and in solution.

Supplementary Information

Fluorine has the highest electronegativity of any

element, and in compounds can show only a negative

oxidation state.
The other elements of the group may exhibit positive

oxidation states, in combination with more electro-

negative elements. The ease with which positive oxida-

tion states of the halogens are formed increases with

increasing atomic number.

At room temperature fluorine and chlorine are gases,

bromine is a liquid and iodine a solid.

The change in physical form is due to the increase in

van der Waal's forces. (See Unit 3, Section III C, p.21)

Because of their high reactivity the halogens occur in

nature only in compounds.

Since fluorine is the-most electronegative element, there
is no chemical oxidizing agent that can oxidize the

fluoride ion to fluorine. Fluorine is prepared by the

electrolysis of its fused compounds.

Chlorine, bromine,and iodine can be prepared by various

chemical methods.

It is recommended that the choice of elements to illus-

trate the behavior of transition elements be Limited to

elements in period 4. The electron structures of some

transition elements are in doubt, and win be predicted

differently in various references.

The transition elements are found in the "B" groups and

Group VIII of the periodic table.

31
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Topics_

E. Group 0

Understandings and fundamental Concepts

Group p element ire monatoMic gases.

The atoms;of_thee elements have
complete outer shells, which results
in an electron confiurationthat is
stable.

IV. Chemistry of a
Period

As a period is observed from left to
right, a study of the elements leads
to certain generalizations.

In each period as the atomic number

increases,
'the radius of the atom generally
decreases.,

'the ionization energy of the element
generally increases.
'the electronegativity of the element

generally increases.
'the elements generally change from
very active metals to less active
metals to metalloids to less active
nonmetals to very active nonmetals,
and finally to an inert gas.
'there is a transition from positive
to negative oxidation states.
'the metallic characteristics of the

group elements decrease.

Sup

Group 0 is referred to
rare gases, inert gases

The term "inert" is no
group, since it is poss
krypton,,Xenon4 and rad

..Jloweverthe:tei*i.Lst
elecirOnconfigUratiOn.
the "inert;g4s.,structur
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period 3.

Elements near the cente
positive and negative o
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Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

Group 0 elements are monatomic gases.

The atoms of these elements have

complete outer shells, which results

in an electron configuration that is

stable.

As a period is observed from left to

right, a study of the elements leads

to certain generalizations .

In each period

increases,

'the radius of the atom generally

deoreases.
'the ionization energy of the element

generally increases.

'the electronegativity of the element

generally increases.

'the elements generally change from

very active metals to less active

metals to metalloids to less active

nonmetals to very active nonmetals,

and finally to an inert gas.

'there is a transition from positive

to negative oxidation states.

'the metallic characteristics of the

"A" group elements decrease.

Supplementary lamt7oTT-..tion

Group 0-is.referied to,.by.a variety of ::Z-.TIRS including

rare,gases .inertgases; anct noble gases.

traemoosetenverwt.

The term "inert" is no longer strictly applicable to this

group, since it is possible to form compounds of

krypton, xenon, and radon with fluorine and oxygen.

However, the term is still in general use, and the

electron configuration is quite generally referred to as

the "inert gas structure."

it is suggested that the teacher limit examples to

period 3.

atomic number

Elements near the center of the period may exhibit both

positive and negative oxidation states.
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tV. Lanthanide Series-- Elements with atomic numbers 57-71
Actinide Series comprise the lanthanide series.

Elements with atomic numbers 89-103
comprise the actinide series.

These series represent other types of
transition elements which differ from
the regular transition elements by
having the three outermost shells
incomplete.

In these series th
from each other in

The actinide serie
(above 92) which a
importance of this
properties of the

t Optional
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derstandings and Fundamental Concepts

ements with atomic nurbers 57-71

uprise the lanthanide series.

ements with atomic numbers 89-103

oprise the actinide series.

Lese series represent other types of

141Sition eleMents which differ from

ke regular transitiOn:elementSby::

ming the three outermost...shells

toMmplete.

Supplementary Information

In these series the elements do not differ markedly
from each other in chemical properties.

The actinide series includes the transuranium elements

(above 92) which are "synthetic" elements. The
importance of this series lies mainly in the nuclear

properties of the elements.



Topics

I. Mole
Interpretation

II. Use of the Mole
Concept

Unit 5 - Mathematics of Checis

Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

This material need not be taught as a unit, but may :5e
in various places in the sylZabus at the discretion of

A mole is Avogadro's number of
particles.

The Mole may beused in calculations
involVing:the nuMber of particles
(atom's, mbleCUles ionS, eleCtrOns,
or otherA3articleS)JnvolVed in
CheMiCal reaCtiOhS, the mass Of elemehts
or cOMpaOndS,, or,the volUme relation-
ships in gases

See also Uldt

A. Gram atomic
mass (gram-atom

.Grahi'moleCular
mass

C. Mole volume of
a gas

Gram atomic mass (gram-atom) of an
element represents the mass in grams
of Avogadro's number of atoms of the
element.

The gram molecular mass (mole mass) is
the sum of the gram atomic masses of
the atoms that make up a particular
molecule.

ThegraM formula mass (mOle mass) of a
substance-is, the suM of thegram atomic
MasseS of .the atomt:that,make up a
particular empiricaT:formula,

A mole (Avogadro's number) of
molecules of any gas occupies a
volume of 22.4 liters at S.T.P. It

has a mass equal to the molecular
mass expressed in grams.

See also Unit

The gram atom'
mass as shown

The gram form
formula is use
solids, since

See also Unit



Unit 5 - Mathematics of Chemistry

lderstandings and Fundamental Concepts SuppleMentary Information

tis material need not be taught as a unit,: but Moy be incorporated

1 various places in the syllabus at the discretion of the,teacher.

mole is Avogadro's number of

articles.

le mole may be, used in calculations

lvolving the number of particles

atoms, molecules, ions, electrons,

r other particles) involved in

nemical reactions, the mass of elements

r compounds, or the volume relation-

clips in gases.

See also Unit 1, Section III A 9, p. 6,

ram atomic mass (gram-atom) of an

lement represents the mass in grams

f Avogadro's number of atoms of the

lement.

he gram molecOar Ma Ss (Molp:masS) is
he sum ofthe.;.gram atoMic masses of
he atomsithat make:up a particular

olecule .

See also Unit 2, Section I C 2d

The gram atomic mass is numerically equal to the atomic

mass as shown in the periodic table.

he gram fOrmula mass (mole mats) of a.
ubttance iisthesum:.cif the gram atomic

asses of the atoms thatmake up a
articular empiriCal formula

mole (bogadro's number) of

olecule Q.E iihy gas occUpies a

olUme of 4,4 liters.:at S.T.R. It

as A mass; equalHto the moletUlar

ass expressed ih gxams.

The gram formula mass calculated from the empirical

formula is used for ionic substances and network

solids, since they are not molecular substances.

See also Unit I, Section III AI 9, p. 6.
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III. Stoichiometry

A. Problems involv-
ing formulas

Percentage
composition

Understandin s and Fundamental Concepts

Stoichiometry is the study of the
quantitative relationships implied
by chemical formulas and by chemical
equations.

In stoichiometry it is

the mole interpretation
solving of problems.

The percentage by mass of an element
in a compound can be calculated from
the ratio of,the mass of that element
represented in-the formula to the mass
of the mole.

Sample problems:

a. Calculate the percen
water (H20).

Solution:
From formula,

,Mass of hydrogen.,'

Massof oxygen,
Mass of.water

hydrogen

oxygen
mass of
16 g.

18 g.

= 89%

b, Calculate the percen
mass in gypsum (CaS0



Understandings and Fundamental Concepts Supplementary Information

Stoichiometry is the study of the In stoichiometry it is frequently convenient to use

quantitative relationships implied the mole interpretation and mole relationships in the

by chemical formulas and by chemical solving of problems.

equations.

The percentage by mass,of an element

in a compound can be calculated from

the ratio of the mass of that element a. CalCulate the percentage composition by mass of

represented in-the formula to the mass water (H20).

of the mole.

Sample problems':.

Solution:

From formula, H20

Mass of 'hydrogen 2 x. 1.0 g. = 2.0g.
mass of oxygen, 1 x16 g. =16 g.

Mass of.water =18 g.

o mass of hydrogen

hY4rogen mass of' water
x 100

2 .

18 g.
x 100

1,1%

MaSs::Of oxygen
oxygen

masSOf water

2-6LE
18g.

89%

x100

b, Calculate the percentage of water of hydration by

mass in gypsum (CaS0
4

2112 0).



Solution:
From formula, CaSO4

Mass of calcium, ]

Mass of sulfur, 1

Mass of oxygen, 4

Mass of water, 2

Total mass of gypsu

Mass of'
water'='

:total mac

2. Formula
from per-
centage
composition

The empirical formula of a compound
. can be determined. from the percentage
, 'composition of,the cOmpound and the
atomic masses of'the elements. If the
compound is molecular, the molecular
-forMula'can also be determined if the
molecular mass is known.

172, g,

= 21%-

Sample problem:

A compound Was four
carbon and '20.%, hyd

empirical formula?

The gram molecular
What is the molecui

1. No. atoms C =1

Solution:

I

Rel. No. atoms H =

Ratio of C:H = 6.7

!Y

,36,





Understandings and Fundamental Conmts.

The empirical formula of a compound

can be determined from the percentage

composition of the compound and the

atomic masses of the elements. If the
compound is molecular, the molecular

formula can also be determined if the

molecular mass is known.

Supplementary Information

Solbtion:

FroM formula, CaS0
4

2H
2
0

Mass of calcium, 1:x 40.g.= 40.g.
Mass of sulfur) 1 x 32 g. 32 g.
Mass of oxygen, 4 x 16 g. = 64 g.
Mass of9ater, 2 x.18 g.

Total mass of gypsum, =172.i.

mast ofigater
watet- x 110

total mAss of gypsum I

x:100.
172

= 21%

Sample problem:

A cOmpound wes found by analysis:to consist of 80.%'

carbon and 2p.% hydrogen by mass. 1,f;.hat iS the

empirical formula?

The gram molecular mass was found to be 30.grams.

What is the molecular formula?

Solution:

Rel. No. atoms C =
12g/g-atOm

6.7g-atoms
.

20.g. mg-atomsRel. No. atoms H
1.0g./g-atom

Ratio of C:H = 6.7:20



Topics

3. Molecular

mass from

gas density

Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

The molecular mass of a gas can be

determined from the gas density (mass

per unit volume, usually expressed in

grams/liter) by using the elationship
between mole volume and mass in gases.

42

4Supplementar

To simplify the ratio, divide by

6.7 g-atoms
C 1

6.7 g-atoms

20. g-atoms
H

6 7 g-atoms
3 (approx.)

.

Empirical formula is CH

Formula mass is 15g./formula uni

Molecular mass is 30.g./mole

Molecule contains 30.g./mole
15g./formula tL

= 2 formula uni

Molecular formula is .(CH3) or C

Sample problem:

The density of a gas is 1.35

Calculate the gram molecular

Solution:

Gram molecular mass = density

= 1.35 g./t.

= 30.2 g./mc

It should be emphasized that, in
involving units, it is importani

carried through an catculationg

with the problem.



A4n,si

andings and Fundamental Concepts Supplementary Information

To simplify the ratio, divide by the smaller number.

6.7 g-atoms
C = 1

6.7 g-atoms

20. g-atoms
3 (approx.)

H 6.7 g-atoms

Empirical formula is CH3.

Formula mass is 15g./formula unit

Molecular mass is 30.g./mole'

Molecule contains 30.g./mole
15g./formula unit

= 2 formula units/mole

Molecular formula is (CH3)2 or C2116

ecular mass of a gas can be Sample problem:

ned from the gas density (mass
t volume, usually expressed in The density of a gas is 1.35 grams/liter at S.T.P.
iter) by using the xelationship Calculate the gram molecular mass of the gas.
mole volume and mass in gases.

A

48

Solution:

Gram molecular mass = density x mole volume.

= 1.35 g./t.x 22.4 Limole

= 30.2 g./mole

It should be emphasized that, in solving problems

involving units, it is important that ail units be

carried through an calculations, and solved algebraically

with the problem.



Topics Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

I-4. Atomic mass

from electroly-
sis (Faraday)

B. Problems
involving
equations

1. Mass - mass
problems

t Optional

The coefficients used in balancing a
chemical equation represent moles.
In stoichiometric problems involving
equations it is assumed that the
reaction is a single reaction (with no
side reactions), that the reaction goes
to completion, and that the reactants
are completely reacted.

A balanced equation shows the mole
proportions of products to reactants.

It is possible to determine the mass
of one substance that reacts with, or
is produced from, a given- mass 'of
another.

38

Introduction of thi
at this point excep
preferabZy those wi

in solving many prc
convenient to use 77-

methods may be used

Sample problem:

How many grams of s
355 grams of chlori

Solution:

Equation: 2NaC1--

Moles: 2

g. Cl
Step I:

49

355g.

71.0g.

Step II:

(moles Cl
2
)

(5.00 moles
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Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

The coefficients used in balancing a

chemical Lquation represent moles.

In, stoichiometric problems involving

equations it is assumed that the

reac (:)n is a single reaction (with no

side eactions), that the reaction goes
to completion, and that the reactants

are completely reacted.

A balanced equation shows the mole

proportions of products to reactants.

It is possible to determine the mass
of one substance that reacts with, or
is produced from, a given mass of

another.

49

Supplementary Information

Introduction of this type of probEem is not recommended

at this point except for select ,7mmps of students,

preferably those with a backgrounzi in physics.

In solving many problems involving equations it is

convenient to use mole relationsii'vs. HoweveT, other,

methods may be used.

Sample problem:

How many grams of sodium chloride are needed to produce
355 grams of chlorine gas?

Solution:

Equation: -2NaC1-----> 2Na C12

Moles: 2

g. C12

Step I:
mol. mass C12

Step II:

1

= moles of Cl
2

355g.
500 moles Cl.

71.0g./mole 2

(moles Cl
2
) .

/moles NaC1)
(moles Cl

2
/-

(5.00 moles Cl )
(2

moles NaG1)...

2 mole Cl
2

10.0 moles NaC1

moles NaC1



Topics Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

2. Mass - volume Since, in the balanced equation the

problems mole unit serves to relate the- .

quantities of products and reactants,
it is.possible to determine quantit-
ative results in desired units, which
may not necessarily be the same as
the original units. At S.T.P., one-

mole of gas occupies 22.4 liters.

so

39

u lemen

Step III:

(moles NaC1) . (mol. m

(10.0 moles) . (58.5

Sample problem:

How many grams of zinc metal
hydrochloric acid to produce
gas at S.T.P.?

Solution:

Equation:

Moles:

Step :

n + 2HC1

2

vol. of H in 1
moles H

2
= 2

Step II:

mole vol

11.2k

22.4k
mole

= 0.500 mole

(moles H
2
)

(0..500 mole H ).. I
1 mol

mol

Step III:

(moles Zn) . (mole mass

(0.500 mole). (65.4gimol

1



Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

Since, in the balanced equation, the

mole unit serves to relate the

quantities of products and reactants,

it is possible to determine quantit-

ative results in desired units, which

may not necessarily be the same as

the original units. At S.T.P., one

mole of gas occupies 22.4 liters.

Supplementary Information

Step I:I:

(moles NaC1) . (nal. mass NaC1) = grams NaC1

(10.) moles) (58.5 g./moIe) = 585 g. NaC1 needed.

Sample prdblem:

How many grams of zinc metal are needed to react with

hydrochloric acid to produce 11.2 liters of hydrogen

gas at S.T.P.?

Solution:

Equation: Zn + 2HC1 + H2

Moles: 1 2 1 1

Step :

moles H =
vol. of H

2
in liters (S.T.P.)

2
mole volume (S.T.P.)

11.2Q

22.49,

mole

= 0.500 mole H
2

Step II:

e
s H

2

moles Zn).
(moles 112 ) . moles Zn

mo

'1 mole
(0500 mole H

Zn
) = 0.500 mole Zn

0 mole H
2

Step III:

(noles Zn) . (mole mass Zn) = grams Zn

(0.500 mole) (65.4g/mole) = 32.7g. Zn
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Topics Understandings and Fundamental Concepts Supp

3. Volume
volume
problems

IV. Solutions

Since one mole of any gas occupies the
same volume as one mole of any other
gas, at the same temperature and
pressure, the volumes of gases involved
in a reaction are proportional to the
number of moles indicated by the
numerical coefficients in a balanced
equation.

A solution is a homogeneous mixture of
two or more substances, the composition
of 'which may vary within limits.

40

51

Sample problem:

In the reaction: N
2

3

calculate the volume c).-

100.1iters of NH3.

Solution:

Equation:

N2 + 3H2-----> 2NH

Moles:

1 3

When reacting gases are
pressure, the volume rat
(Avogadro's Hypothesis).

Since the molar ratio be
volumes of gases are in

Therefore:

volume of
H
2
needed

(moles H

moles N

(3 moles

2 moles

. 150. lit.

Factors affecting solubi
7-8-9, Block J., and shou



Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

Since one mole of any gas occupies the
same volume as one mole of any other
gas, at the same temperature and
pressure, the volumes of gases involved
in a reaction are proportional to the
number of moles indicated by the
numerical coefficients in a balanced
equation.

Supplementary Information

Sarrie problem:

In the reaction: N
2

+ 3H
2
---> 2NH

3'

calculate the volume of hydrogen required to form
100.1iters of NH3.

Solution:

Equation:

N + 3H
2 2

1 3

When reacting gases are at the same temperature and
pressure, the volume ratio is equal to the mole ratio
(Avogadro's Hypothesis).

Since the molar ratio between H2 and NH3 is 3:2, the
volumes of gases are in the same ratio.

Therefore:

volume of
H2 \

H2 needed moles NH3 )
/volume of NH 1

lproduced

(3 moles H
2

= k
2 moles H3

) (100. liters NH
3
)

= 150. liters H
2

A solution is a homogeneous mixture of Factors affecting solubility are discussed in Science

two or More substances, the composition 7-8-9, Block eT, and should be reviewed as necessary.

of which may vary within limits.

40
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11=0,14:4

Understangs and Fundamental Concepts

The COW'Merit of a solution_ which. is

.

present 71.77: larger amount; is, called

the solmik:it, while the, other component

is call=q the solute.

A. Methods of. Concentration of solutions may be

indicating con- indicated in a variety of ways.

centrations

1. Molarity The molarity (M) of a solution is the
number of moles of solute contained
in a liter of solution.

".

Supplementary

Most solutions dealt with in beg
chemistry are aqueous solutions.

Students should be faniliar. with
"concentrated"; "saturated", "un
"supersaturated"; and with the u
the solubility charts in the Ref
Chemistry.

A two molar (2M) solution contaji
per liter of solution and a 0.11
contains 0.1 mole of solute per
concentration in moles per lite
volume in liters equals the num
in the solution.

Tie mass in grams of solute can
multiplying the number of moles
mass.

Sample problems:

a. How many moles of NaOH are c
0.1M solution of NaOH? How r
contained in this solution?

Solution:

Moles of solute = molarity x

= 0.1 moleft

= 0.02 mole i

Grams of solute = no. of mol

= 0.02 mole

= 0.8g. NaOH



rigs and Fundamental Concepts

nt of a solution which is
larger amount is called
, while the other component
he solute.

on of solutions may be
n a variety of ways.

y (M) of a solution is the
cdes of solute contained
of so3ution.

Supplementary Inforwation

Most solutions dealt with in beginning courses in
chemistry are aqueous solutions.

Students shouZd be familiar with the terms "diZute" and
"concentrated"; "saturated", "mmanwatee and
"supersaturated"; and with the use and interpretation of
the solubility charts in the Reference Tables for
Chemistry.

A two molar (2M) solution contains 2 moles of solute
per liter of solution and a 0.1 molar solution (0.1M)
contains 0.1 mole of solute per liter of solution. The

concentration in moles per liter multiplied by the
volume in liters equals the number of moles of solute
in the solution.

A
TleAnis's in graiiiScif.Odlute'can be deteiminedby-
mUltiplying the number of moles of:solute by the mole
mass.

Sample problems:

a. How many moles of NaOH are contained in 200 ml. of a

0.1M solution of NaOH? How many grams of NaOH are
contained in this solution?

Solution:

Moles of solute = molarity x volume in liters)

= 0.1 mole/k x 0.22,

= 0.02 mole NaOH

Grams of solute = no. of moles x mole ma:3s

= 0.02 mole x 40g./mole

= 0 .8g. Na
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b. What is the MI

of the soluti4

Solution:

No. moles o

2 Mo la lity The molality, (m) of a solution is the
number of moles of a solute dissolved
in 1000 grams of solvent.

B. Effect of solute The presence of dissolved particles
on solvent affects some properties of the solvent.

Properties which depend on the relative
number of particles rather than on the
nature of the particles are called
colligative properties.

The presence of a solute raises the
boiling:point of the solvent by an
amount that is proportional to the
ccncentration of dissolved soltt'
particles,

42

Molality is used
between moles of
is related to th.

Problems involvii
not be subject tc

ColligatiVe prop!
changeSjn bOili:
and osMotic pr,es

Changes in ijapor-
be subject to ex,

One mole of a no:
raises the boili:

5 3





Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

The molality (m) of a solution is the
number of moles of a solute dissolved
in 1000 grams of solvent.

The presence of dissolved particles
affects some properties of the solvent.

Properties which depend on the relative
number of particles rather than on the
nature of the particles are called
colligative properties.

The presence of a solute raises the
boiling point of the solvent by an
amount that is proportional to the
concentration of dissolved solute
particles.

42

Supplementary Information

b. What is the molarity of a solution of NaC1 if 500 ml.
of the solution contains 11.6 grams of NaC1?

Solution:

mass of solute
No. moles of solute =

mole mass

11.6g.
58g./mole

Moles of solute
Molarity

Volume(in liters)

0.2 mole
0.5 liter

0.2 mole

= 0.4 mole/liter or 0.4M

Molality is used where one is interested in the relation
between moles of solute and moles of solvent. (This
is related to the study of colligative properties.)

Problems involving preparation ormolal solutions will
not be subject to examination.

Colligative properties as related to solutions include
changes in boiling point, freezing point, vapor pressure,
and osmotic pressure.

Changes in vapor pressure and osmotic pressure will not
be subject to examination.

One mole of a nonelectrolyte per 1000 grams of water
raises the boiling point of the water 0.52°C.

53



Topics Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

1. Abnormal
behavior of
electrolytes

The presence of a solute lowers the
freezing point of the solvent by an
amount that is proportional to the
concentration of dissolved solute
particles.

Electrolytes in solution cause greater
changes in properties of the solvent
than do nonelectrolytes.

Supplement a

One mole of a nonelectrolyte pe
lowers the freezing point of th

Students
(0.52°C.
solvents
solute.

are not required to me
and 1.86°C.) which are
and which may vary at

Teachers may wish to point out
boiling point elevation or free
(ea solvent can be used to det
of the solute.

This behavior of'electrolytes
credence to the existence of io

Some teachers may wish to intro
electroltes under Unit 7 where
treated in greater detail.



Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

The presence of a solute lowers the
freezing point of the solvent by an
amount that is proportional to the
concentration of dissolved solute
particles.

Supplementary Information

One mole of a nonelectrolyte per 1000 grams of water
lowers the freezing point of the water 1.86°C.

Studem.a are not required to memorize the constants
(0.52°C. and 2.86°C.) which are different for different

'solvents and which may vary at high concentrations of
solute.

Teachers may wish to point out that measurement of the
boiling point elevation or freezing point depression
of a solvent can be used to determine the molecular mass
of the solute.

Electrolytes in solution cause greater This behavior of electrolytes in solution gives
changes in properties of the solvent credence to the existence of ionic particles.
than do nonelectrolytes.

Some teachers may wish to introduce this property.of
electrolytes under Unit 7 where electrolytes are
treated in greater detail.
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Topics

I. Kinetics

,_,SsM72! ,e4,1

Unit 6 - Kinetics and Equilibriu

Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

Chemical kinetics is the branch of
chemistry concerned with the rate of
chemical reactions and the mechanisms
by which chemical reactions occur.

7he mechanism of a chemical reaction
is the sequence of stepwise reactions
by which the over all change occurs.

A. Role of energy Energy is required to initiate a
jn reaction chemical reaction.
rates

Ent.4/ may be released or absorbed
ir a chemical reaction.

1. Activation Activation energy is the minimum
energy energy required to initiate a reaction.

2. Heat of
reaction

Heat of reaction (LH) is the heat energy
released or absorbed in the formation
of the products. It represents the
difference in heat content between
the products and the reactants.

AH = H
products - H

reactants

In an exothermic reaction, the
products have a lower potential
energy than the reactants, and the
sign of AH is negative.

In an endothermic reaction, the pro-
ducts have a higher potential energy
then the reactants, and the sign of
AH is positive.

44

The rate of a c
of the number o
of product form

For must reacti
The net reactio
changes that oc

By graphing the
activation ener
products against
energies involv

The sign that m
chemical equati
sign for H. F
of hydrogen and

H
2
(g) 1/20

2
(

Since this is a
negative and its
In equations th
species should
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Unit 6 - Kinetics and Equilibrium

Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

Chemical kinetics is the branch of
chemistry concerned with the rate of
chemical reactions and the mechanisms
by which chemical reactions occur.

The mechanism of a chemical reaction
is the sequence of stepwise reactions
by which the over all change occurs.

Energy is required to initiate a
chemical reaction.

Energy may be released or absorbed
in a chemical reaction.

Activation energy is the minimum
energy required to initiate a reaction.

Heat of reaction (AH) is the heat energy
released or absorbed in the formation
of the products. It represents the
difference in heat content between
the products and the reactants.

AH = H
products

- H
reactants

In an exothermic reaction, the
products have a lower potential
energy than the reactants, and the
sign of AH is negative.

In an endothermic reaction, the pro-
ducts have a higher potential energy
then the reactants, and the,sign of
AH is positive.

A 412.*Z0-24.51nrav,

Supplementary Information

The rate of a chemical reaction is measured in terms
of the number of moles of reactant used up (or moles
of product formed) per unit volume in a unit of time.

For most reactions only the net reaction is observable.
The net reaction represents a summation of all the
changes that occur.

By graphing the potential energy of the reactants, the
activation energy, and the potential energy of the
products against a time sequence, one may describe the
energies involved in a chemical reaction.

The sign that may be used when energy is included in a
chemical equation should not be confused with the
sign for H. For example, the equation for the reaction'
of hydrogen and oxygen'to form water may be written:

H (g) 1/20
2
(g) = H

2
0 (k) 68.3 kcal;

.

Since this is an exothermic' reaction, the sign of AH is
negative and its value is -68.3 kcal.
In equations that include heat,- the phase of each
species should be specified.
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3. Potential
energy
diagram

B. Factors
affecting rate
of reaction

The relationship between activation
energy and heat of reaction for a
given reaction can be shown graphically
in a potential energy diagram by
plotting potential energy against a
reaction coordinate representing the
progress of the reaction.

The difference in potential energy
between the final products and the
initial reactants represents the
heat of reaction.

Supplemen

Students should be able to id
reaction and activation energ
between exothermic and endoth
potential e-nergy diagram.

If the potential energy of the products
is lower than the potential energy of
the reactants, energy has been
liberated (exothermic reaction). If
the potential energy of the products is
higher than the potential energy of
the reactants, heat has been absorbed
(endothermic reaction).

The highest point in the curve
represents the potential energy of
the intermediate products (activated
complexes). The difference between
this point and the initial potential
energy of the reactants represents
the activation energy of the reaction.

Generally chemical reactions depend
on collisions between the reacting
particles, atoms, molecules, or ions.
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The relationship between activation
energy and heat of reaction fOr a
given reaction can be shown graphically
in a potential energy diagram by
plotting potential energy against a
reaction coordinate representing the
progress of the reaction.

The difference in potential energy
between the final products and the
initial reactants represents the
heat of reaction.

Supplementary Information

Students should be able to identify the heat of
reaction and activation energy, and to distinguish
between exothermic and endothermic reactions from a
potential e'nergy diagram.

activation
energy-

without catalyst

If the potential energy of the products
is lower than the potential energy of
the reactants, energy has been
liberated (exothermic reaction). If
the potential energy of the products is
higher than the potential energy of
the reactants, heat has been absorbed
(endothermic reaction).

The highest point in the curve
represents the potential energy of
the intermediate products (activated
complexes). The difference between
this point and the initial potential
energy of the reactants represents
the activation energy of the reaction.

Generally chemical reactions depend
on collisions between the reacting
particles, atoms, molecules, or ions.
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with catalyst

Reaction coordinate

P. .

prod
of

cts

The graph shown above, when read from left to right,
represents an exothermic reaction, with the products
at a lower potential energy than the reactants. If

the graph is reversed, or read from right to left, it
would represent an endothermic reaction.

In considering the fdctors affecting the rate of a
reaction it is usefUl to use a model of colliding
particles.
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The rate of reaction is affected by the
number of collisions occurring and the
fraction of these collisions that are
effective.

1. Nature of the Since bonds may be broken or formed in
reactants a reaction, the nature of the bond is

an important factor affecting reaction
rates.

2. Concentration An increase in the concentration of one
or more reactants increases the rate
of reaction.

3. Temperature

4. Reaction
mechanism

In a gaseous system, an increase in
pressure will result in an increase
in concentration, and thus an increase
in the rate of reaction.

An increase in temperature increases
the rate of all chemical reactions.

The reaction mechanism affects the rate
of the reaction.

Most chemical reactions take place as
a result of a series of simpler steps.

Examples of
of principle
in Unit 10,

Reactions th
usually rapi
of ionic sub

Reactions th
slow at room
between hydr

An increase
the frequenc

Concentratio

The effect o
be confused
equilibrium.

An increase
the kinetic
only the num
greater impo

A graph show
distribution
be found in

The mechanis
net equation
reaction,

N
2

+ 3H
2

it is unlike
hydrogen mol
tion probabl57- two-particle

46
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The rate of reaction is affected by the Examples of the application to commercial processes
number of collisions occurring and the of principles affecting rates of reaction may be found
fraction of these collisions that are in Unit 103 Seation II A, pp. 80-82.
effective.

Since bonds may be broken or formed in
a reaction, the nature of the bond is
an important factor affecting reaction
rates.

An increase in the concentration of one
or more reactants increases the rate
of reaction.

In a gaseous system, an increase in
pressure will result in an increase
in concentration, and thus an increase
in the rate of reaction.

An increase in temperature increases
the rate of all chemical reactions.

The reaction mechanism affects the rate
of the reaction.

Most dhemical reactions take place as
a result of a series of simpler steps.

46

Reactions that involve negligible bond rearrangement are
usually rapid at room temperature, for example, reactions
of ionic substances in aqueous solutions.

Reactions that involve the breaking of bonds tend to be
slow at room temperature, for example, the reaction
between hydrogen and oxygen.

An increase in the concentration of a reactant increases
the frequency of collisions.

Concentrations are usually measured in moles per liter.

The effect of pressure on the rate of reaction should not
be confused with the effect of pressure on chemical
equilibrium. (See Section II, C, lb of this unit, p.50)

An increase in temperature increases the speed (and thus
the kinetic energy) of the particles, and increases not
only the number collisions per unit time, but of
greater importa, the effectiveness of the collisions.

A graph showing the effect of temperature on the
distribution of kinetic energy in the gaseous phase may
be found in Unit I, Section III A, p. 5.

The mechanism of a reaction cannot be deduced from the
net equation for the reaction. For example, in the
reaction,

N
2

+ 3112 2NH
3'

it is unlikely that one nitrogen molecule and three
hydrogen molecules collide simultaneously. Such a reac-
tion probably takes place as the result of a series of
two-particle collisions, with the formation of extremely
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S. Catalysts

II. Equilibrium

Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

Catalysts change the activation
energy required and thus change the
rate of reaction.

A catalyst does not initiate a
chemical reaction.

Most reactions are reversible.

Equilibrium is a state of balance
between two opposite reactions
(physical or chemical) occurring at
the same rate.

5.8
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Suplementary Information

transitory intermediate products called activated
complexes. There is no indication of the sequence of
such reactions in the net equation.

A catalyst changes the mechanism of a reaction to one
involving less activation energy, but does not change the
over all process.

Equilibrium is dynamic and only describes the over all
appearance of the system. It does not describe the
activity of individual particles. The word dynamic
implies motion, and dynamic equilibrium is that
condition in which the interaction of the particles of
the reactants in one direction is balanced by the inter-
action of the particles of the products in the opposite
direction. Although the reaction rates for the
opposing reactions are equal, a state of equilibrium
may exist in which the quantities of reactants and
products are not equal. Thus equilibrium may be reached
when only a small quantity of the products has been
formed or when only a small quantity of reactants
remains.

For a system in equilibrium, a change in conditions
(such as temperature, concentration, or pressure) may
result in a change in the equilibrium point.

Because the reactions in an equilibrium are reversible,
it follows that equilibrium may be attained either from
the forward or the reverse reaction.
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A. Phase
equilibrium

B. Solution
equilibrium

1. Gases in
1iquids

2. Solids in
liquids

C. Chemical
equilibrium

In general, phase changes (solid to
liquid, or liquid to gas) are
reversible, and, in a closed system,
equilibrium may be attained.

The solubility of a solute is defined
as the mass of that solute dissolved
in a given volume of solvent at
equilibrium under specified conditions.

,I0 4: clos,pd sYstem equilibrium may
exist betweena gas dissolved in a
liquid andthe undissolvedgas above
the liquid.

The equilibrium between dissolved and
undissolved gas is affected by
temperature and pressure.

A solution equilibrium exists wher
the opposing processes of dissolv_Lag
and crystallizing of a solute occur
at equal rates.

A solution exhibiting equilibrium
between the dissolved and undissolved
solute is known as a saturated solution.

Chemical equilibrium is attained when
the concentration of the reactants and
products remains constant.

48
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Refer to Unit 10, Sectio
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In general, if a solid or a liquid is confined in a

'.:losed container, eventually there will be enough

particles in the vapor phase so that the rate of return

is equal to the rate of escape. Thus, a dynamic

equilibrium results in which there is an equilibrium

vapor pressure characteristic of the solid or the

liquid.

Increased temperature decreases

in liquids.

Increased pressure increases the

liquids.

the solubility of gases

solubility of gases in

tion exhibiting equilibrium Solubility may be defined as the concentration of

n the dissolved and undissolVed solute in a saturated solution.
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When observable changes (such as color, pressure, and

temperature) no longer occur in a reacting chemical

system, the system has reached a state of equilibrium.

At this point the forward reaction and the reverse

reaction are occurring at equal rates.

Refer to Unit 10, Section II, A, pp. 80-82.
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1. Le Chatelier's
principle

Understandings and Fundamental Conce ts

If a stress, such as a change in

concentration, pressure, or temperature,
is applied to a system at equilibrium,
the equilibrium is shifted in a way
that tends to relieve the effects of

the stress.

a. Effect of Increasing the concentration of one

concentra- substance in a reaction will cause the
tion reaction to go in such a direction as'

to consume the increase. Eventually
equilibrium will be reestablished at

a new equilibrium point.

Removal of one of the products of
a reaction results in a decrease in its

concentration, and will cause the
reaction to go in such a direction as

to increase the concentration,of the
products.

.49
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If a stress, such as a change in

concentration, pressure, or temperature,

is applied to a system at equilibrium,

the equilibrium is shifted in a way

that tends to relieve the effects of

the stress.

Increasing the concentration of one

- substance in a reaction will cause the

reaction to go in such a direction as'

to consume the increase. Eventually

equilibrium will be reestablished at

a new equilibrium point.

Removal of one of the products of

a reaction results in decrease in its

concentration, and will cause the

reaction to go in such a direction as

to increase the concentration,of the

products.

69

LSE-- 12.E.tiTa_ Information

WdemUM requirements will be limited to a qualitative

treatment of the application of Le Chatelier's principle

to systems in equilibrium.

Application of Le Chatelier's principle to commercial

processes may be found in Unit 10, Section II, A,

pp. 80-82.

When a chemical system at equilibrium is disturbed,

chemical reaction occurs and equilibrium is reestablished

at a different point (i.e., with new concentrations of

reactants auu products).

For example, in the Haber process, N2 3H2----* 2NH3,

increasing the concentration of either nitrogen or

hydrogen will increase the rate of ammonia formation.

If the system remains closed, the increased concentration

of anmonia that results will increase the rate of

decomposition of ammonia, and a new equilibrium point

will be established.

Removal of a product tends to cause the forward reaction

to go more nearly to completion. Continuous removal of

the product may destroy the equilibrium system by

removing all of that reactant necessary for the reverse

reaction.

.

Products may be removed from a reaction, wholly or in

part, by the formation of a gas, the formation of an

insoluble product (precipitate) or, in an ionic reaction,

by the formation of an essentially un-ionized product

such as water.
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b. Effect of A change in pressure can only affect
pressure chemical equilibria in which gases

are involved.

c. Effect of
temper-
ature

An increase in pressure will displace
the point of equilibrium in the
direction that favors the formation
of smaller volume. If no change in
volume is involved in the reaction,
a r,thange of pressure has no effect
on the equilibrium.

Wen the temperature of a system in
equilibrium is raised, the equilibrium
is displaced in such a way that heat
is absorbed.

For example,

four moles o
Since molar
temperature
in a decreas
will result
However, in t

change in pr

All chemical
or the absor
equilibrium,
are taking pl
reaction is
exothermic r
should be poi
both endothe
increase in
unit, p. 46.)
increased un
equilibrium.
N
2

3H
2

favors the d

d. E..'fect of In a system in equilibrium, a catalyst A catalyst m
catalyst increases the rate of both the quickly, but

forward and reverse reactions equally,
and prochIces no net change in the
equilibrium concentrations.
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A change in pressure can only affect

chemical equilibria in which gases

are involved.

An increase in pressure will displace

the point of equilibrium in the

direction that favors the formation

of smaller volume. If no change in

volume is involved in the reaction,

a change of pressure has no effect

on the equilibrium.

When the temperature of a system in

equilibrium is raised, the equilibrium

is displaced ip such a way that heat

is absorbed.

In a system in equilibrium, a catalyst

increases the rate of both the

forward and reverse reactions equally,

and produces no net change in the

equilibrium concentrations.

For example, in the Haber process, N2 + 3H2 i:::t 2NH3

four moles of reactants form two moles of products.

Since molar volumes of gases at the same pressure and

temperature are equal, the forward reaction results

in a decrease in volume. Thus an increase in pressure

will result in an increased production of ammonia,

However, in the reaction H2 + C12=-4.., 2HC1, a

change in pressure does not affect the equilibrium,

All chemical changes involve either the evolution

or the absorption of energy. In every system in

equilibrium, an endothermic and an exothermic reaction

are taking place simultaneoUsly. The endothermic

reaction is favored by an increase in temperature, the

exothermic reaction by a decrease in temperature. It

should be pointed out that the rates of all reactions,

both endothermic and exothermic, are increased by an

increase in temperature'. (See Section I, B, 3 of this

unit, p. 46.) However, the opposing reactions are

increased unequally, resulting in a displacement of the

equ. ibrium. For example, in the Haber process,

N
2
+ 3H

2
.7:2-4 ?NH

3
+ 22kcal. raising the temperature

favors the 'decomposition of ammonia.

A catalyst may cause equilibrium to be reached more

quickly, but does not affect the equilibrium reached.

50
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2. Law of When a reversible reaction has

chemical attained equilibrium at a given

equilibrium temperature, the product of the molar
concentrations of the substances to
the right of the equation, divided by
the product of the molar concentrations
of the substances to the left (each
concentration raised to the power equal
to the number of moles of that
substance appearing in the equation)
is a constant.

For the reaction:

aM + bN = cP + dQ

[Q] d

K = a constant at
LMa x N1b constant temper7

ature

This constant is called the equilibrium
Constant.

The magnitude of K is used by chemists
to predict the extent of chemical
reactions.

A large value of -K indicates.the
favoring of products, that is, the
equilibrium mixture consists largely
of products.

A small value of K indicates that
reactants are favored.

The equilibrium constant does change
with a change of temperature.

51
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a reversible reaction has
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right of the equation, divided by
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the reaction:
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Supplementary Information

Minimum requirements will be limited to predicting
qualitatively the effects of concentration changes

in simple reactions, and to the interpretation of the
significance of the values of K.

The derivation of the law of chemical equilibrium will
not be subject to examination.

In the mathematical expression of this law, square
brackets are used to indicate "concentrations measured
in moles per liter." By convention, in calculating the
equilibrium constant, the concentrations of products
on the right of the chemical equation form the

numerator and the concentrations of products on the left
form the denominator. In equation& representing a
reversible reaction at equilibrium, implying two

reactions proceeding at equal rates, the equal sign
may be used instead of double arrows.

The equilibrium constant has a numerical value for any
given chemical reaction at a particular temperature.

This value remains constant even though the concentrations
of the substances involved may increase or decrease.
For example, in the reaction given, an increase in the

concentration of 2 would cause the reaction to go to
the left, thus decreasing the concentration of Q and
increasing the concentrations of M and N. The value
of K would remain constant.

In a reversible reaction the reaction rates of the for-
ward and reverse reactions are not affected equally
by change in temperature.
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Topics

a. Ioni-
zation
constant
(KA)

b. Solubility
product
constant
(K )sp

Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

Weak electrolytes in aqueous solution
attain an equilibrium between ions
and the undissociated compound. The
equilibrium constant for such systems
is called the ionization constant, KA,
(sometimes called the dissociation
constant).

For the reaction:

HB (aq) = H+(aq) B-(aq),

when temperature is constant,

- EH-11KA-

[m]

In a saturated solution of an ionic
solid, an equilibrium is established
between the ions of the saturated
solution and the excess solid phase.
For the reaction,

AB ( ) = A-1-(aq) B-(aq).

when ihe temperature is constant

[AP] [13-]sp
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Weak electrolytes in aqueous solution

attain an equilibrium between ions
and the undissociated compound. The

equilibrium constant for such systems

is called the ionization constant, K
A'

(sometimes called the dissociation

constant).

For the reaction;

HB (aq) = I-14-(aq) + B-(aq),

when temperature is constant,

[H+1K =
[B-j

A
[HA]

In a saturated solution of an ionic
solid, an equilibrium is established

between the ions of the saturated
solution and the excess solid phase.

For the reaction,

AB (s) = A+(aq) -(al)

when the temperature is constant

sp 1.

Supplementary Information

Ionization and the significarce of differ values

of K!. are developed in more detail in Unit 7, Section IV,

page 61.

Minimum requirements fbr examination will be limited

to the qualitative interpretation of the significance

of relative K values.
sP

The concentration (mass/unit volume) of a solid

essentially constant. Tn the expression of the

,

'equilibrium constant for any reaction involving

the concentration of the solid can therefore be
included in the constant add does not appear in

equation. Thus, in the case of the solubility
equilibrium, application of the law of chemical

equilibrium would give

K

[AB]

is

a solid,

the

Since [O] itself is constant, we may say

[A+] FB-1 K [AB]. = Ksp

The magnitude of K
sp

is used in comparing the solubilities
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III.Spontaneous
Reactions

Spontaneous reactions depend on the

balance between two fundamental
tendencies in nature, (1) toward a

lower energy state,and (2) toward

randomness.

A. Energy changes At constant temperature and pressure,
a systei tends tO Undergo a reaction

so that, in its finalstate, it has
lower energy than in itS:initial

state.

B. Entropy

Changes

Entropy is a measure of the disorder,

randomness, or lack of organization

of a system.

Entropy is so defined that the more
random a system is, die higher the

entropy.

High entropy (randomness) is faVared

by-high temperatures.

84
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Supplementary Information

of slightly soluble salts.
For example, at room temperature

K
sp

CaS0
4

2,4 x 10
-5

-9
K
sp

BaSO
4

= 1.6 x 10

Thus BaSQ
4

is less soluble than CaS0
4'

and would be

precipitated at a lower concentration. (See Unit 10,

Section II A, 4, 5, pp. 81-82.)

Minimum requirements for examination wiZZ be limited to

a concept of the meaning of entropy and free energy.

A system tends to change from a state of high energy to

one of low energy. For chemical systems this energy

is represented mathematically as H. (See Section I,

A, 2 of this unit, p. 44.) This tendency in nature
favors the exothermic reaction, in which AH is

negative.

The solid phase, in regular crystalline arrangement, is

more organized than the liquid phase; the liquid phase

is more organized than the gaseous phase.

An increase in entropy during a change in the state of

a system means that in its final state the system is

more disordered (random) than in its initial state.

High temperatures increase the rate of motion of the

particles, and thus tend to increase randomness.
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C. Free energy
change

D. Predicting
spontaneous

reactions

At constant temperature, a system
tends to undergo a reaction so that
in its final state it has higher
entropy (greater randomness) than in

its initial state.

. The difference between energy change
and entropy change is the free energy

change (AG).

AG = AH - TAS.

For a spontaneous change to occur in
a system, the free energy change
(AG) must be negative. (In a system

at equilibrium, the free energy change
is zero.)

When the two factors, tendency toward
lower energy content and tendency to-
ward higher entropy in a system,

cannot be satisfied simultaneously,
the spontaneous change that may take

place will be determined by the
factor that is dominant at the

temperature of the system,

54

Supplement

A system tends to change from
a state of less order.

For chemical systems this chan
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AS the change in entropy.
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At constant temperature, a system

tends to undergo a reaction so that

in its final state it has higher

entropy (greater randomness) than in

its initial state.

The difference between energy change

and entropy change is the free energy

change (AG).

AG = AH - TAS.

For a spontaneous change to occur in

a system, the free energy chaoge

(AG) must be negative. (In a system

at equilibrium, the free energy change

is zero.)

When the two factors, tendency toward

lower energy content and:tendency to-

ward higher entropy in a. system,

cannot be satisfied simultaneously.,

the Spontaneous Change thntMay take

place will be determined bk the

factor:that is dominant at the

temperature of the system,

Supplementary Information

A system tends to change from a state of great order to

a statE of less order.

For chemical systems this change in order is described

by TAS, where T represents the Kelvin temperature, and

AS the change in entropy.

Minimum requirements for examination will be limited

to the interpretation of the significance of the

values in the equation.

From energy changes alone, exothermic reactions would

always be expected to occur spontaneously, and endo-

thermic reactions would never be expected to occur

spontaneously. Exceptions to both of these predictions

may occur when a change in entropy opposes an exothermic

reaction, or favors an endothermic reaction. For

example: (1) the change in phase from water to ice is an

exothermic reaction, and, from the consideration of

energy only, water might be expected to freeze spon-

taneously at any temperature. However, the tendency

toward higher entropy favors the reaction from ice to

water. At temperatures below the freezing point the

energy change is dominant and water will freeze spon-

taneously. At temperatures above the freezing point

the entropy change becomes the dominant factor, and

ice melts. (2) the reaction, 2KC10 2KC1 + 30
2

is an endothermic reaction, and the energy change

would oppose a spontaneous reaction. However, the re-

action results in an increase in entropy, due to the
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formation of a gas and solid simple

than the original solid. At high t

effect of the entropy change become

overcome the effect of the energy c

the reaction takes place. If the t

not high enough the reaction will n
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Supplementary Information

formation of a gas and solid simpler in organization

than the original solid. At high temperatures the

effect of the entropy change becomes sufficient to

overcome the etlect of the energy change, and

the reaction takes place. If the temperature is

not high eaough the reaction will not take place.

55



Topics

I. Electrolytes

II. Acids and Bases

A. Acids

',-,erkr'1,q.M071,11,1V1+!7*331"77fr!..,rr.t.TrItTiln'T. '"''

Unit 7 - Acid-Base Theori

Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

An electrolyte is a substance that
dissolves in water to form a solution
that will conduct an electric current.

The ability of a solution to conduct
an electric current is due to the
presence of ions that are free to
move.

The abnormal effect of an electrolyte
on the boiling point and freezing
point of the solvent is explained
by the presence of ions in the solu-
tion.

Acids and bases may be defined in
terms of operational definitions.

Conceptual definitions of acids and
bases have been extended as under-
standing of acid-base reactions has
grown, and as principles of these
reactions have been applied to
reactions not in aqueous solutions.

Acids may be defined in terms of their
characteristic properties.

o Aqueous solutions of acids conduct
electricity.

56
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Unit 7 - Acid-Base Theories

Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

An electrolyte is a substance that

dissolves in water to form a solution
that will conduct an electric current.

The ability of a solution to conduct

an electric current is due to the
presence of ions that are free to

move.

The abnormal effect of an electrolyte

on the boiling point and_freezing
point of the solvent is explained
by the presence of ions in the ,olu-

tion.

Acids and bases may be defined in

terms of operational definitions.

Conceptual definitions of acids and

bases have been extended as under-
standing of acid-base reactions has

grown, and as principles of these
reactions have been applied to

reactions not in aqueous solutions.

Acids may be defined in terms of their

characteristic properties.

Aqueous solutions of acids conduct

electricity.

ASEitSnraTIMESMIMILMNICTZEMZEtiirtrammgtsrm,..-

Supplementary Information

Electrolytes include all ionic compounds and all

acids.

Arrhenius provided the first explanation of the

behavior of electrolytes in aqueous splution.

Since the effects are due to the colligative
properties of the solution (number of particles rather

than the nature of the particles), the effect of the
electrolyte will depend on the number of individual

particles (molecules and ions) present in the
solution.

An operat al definition is one based on experimental

cbservat: i, and includes a set of conditions to

apply wh a term is used in a particular situation.

A concep al definition is one based on interpretation

of obsetred facts.

These properties can be observed experiaentally, and

form the basis of the operational definition of an

acid.

Acids conduct electricity in relation to the degree of

their ionization. A few acids ionize almost completely

in aqueous solution and are strong electrolytes (strong
acids) while others ionize only to a slight degree and

are weak electrolytes (weak acids). (See the Reference

Tables for Chemistry.)
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Acids will react with certain ,Aals

to liberate hydrogen gas.

Acids cause color changes in acid-

base indicators.

Arrhenius

theory

Acids react with hydroxides to form

water and a salt. ,

Dilute aqueous solutions of acids

have a sour taste.

An acid is a substance that yields
hydrogen ions as the only positive

ions in aqueous solution.

The charIcteristic properties of
acids in aqueous solution are due to

an excess of hydrogen ions.

lementar

Acids will react with those metal

in a Table of Standard Oxidation

Some acids, in addition to their

have strong oxidizing ability and
very dilute solution, do not re

on reaction with metals. For exa

concentrated sulfuric acid have s

properties.

Acid-base indicators are substanc
different colors in acid and basr

example, litmus is red in acid so

basic solution.

Different indicators change color
concentrations of hydrogen ion,

The mechanism of indicator action
optional Section IV, C of this u

When hydrogen ions react with hy

formed. This reaction is called

Teachers should not permit stude

chemicals, but should point out
many common foods is due to the

This conceptual definition is ad

reactions in aqueous solutions.
mechanism of chemical reactions

inclusive definitions have been
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Acids will react with certain metals

to liberate hydrogen gas.

Acids cause color changes in acid-

base indicators.

Acids react with hydroxides to form

water and a salt.

Dilute aqueous solutions of acids

have a sour taste.

An acid is a substance that yields

hydrogen ions as the only positive

ions in aqueous solution.

The characteristic properties of

acids in aqueous solution are due to

an excess of hydrogen ions.

:Witnrt

Supplementary Information

Acids will react with those metals above hydrogen

in a Table of Standard Oxidation Potentials.

Some acids, in addition to their acid properties,

have strong oxidizing ability and thus, except in

very dilute solution, do not release hydrogen gas

on reaction with metals. For example, nitric acid and

concentrated sulfuric acid have strong oxidizing

properties.

Acid-base indicators are substances which have

different colors in acid and basic solutions. For

example, litmus is red in acid solution and blue in

basic solution.

Different indicators change color at different

concentrations of hydrogen ion.

The mechanism of indicator action is developed in the

optional Section IV, C of this unit, p. 62.

When hydrogen ions react with hydroxide ions, water is

formed. 'This reaction is called neutralization.

Teachers should not permit students to taste laboratory

chemicals,, but should point out that the sour taste of

many common foods is due to the presence of acids.

This conceptual definition is adequate when considering

reactions in aqueous solutions. As knowledge of the

mechanism of chemical reactions has increased, more

inclusive definitions have been advanced.
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2. BrUnsted-
Lowry
theory

B. Bases

Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

An acid is any species (molecule or
ion) that can donate a proton to
another species.

Bases may be defined in terms of their
characteristic properties.

Aqueous solutions
electricity.

Bases cause color
base indicators.

of bases condutt

changes in acid-

The BrO
Arrheni
Lowry
that a
In add
as aci
not ac
the re

NH3

donate
an aci

These
defini

Some e
shown

Two co
soluti
which
soluti

1. Arrhenius
theory

Aqueous solutions of bases feel
slippery.

A base is a substance that yields
hydroxide ions as the only negative
ions in aqueous solution.

The characteristic properties of bases
in aqueous solution are due to the
hydroxide ion.

Strong

ACOrd
are hy



Understandiasalldlundamental Concepts

An acid is any species (nolecule or
ion) that can donate a proton to

another species.

Bases may be defined in.terms of their

characteristic properties.

Aqueous solutions of bases conduct

electricity.

e Bases cause color changes in acid-

base indicators.

Supplementary Information

The BrOnsted-Lowry theory does not replace the

Arrhenius theory, but rather extends it. The Brbnsted-

Lowry definition of an acid includes all substances

that are acids according to the Arrhenius definition.

In addition, some molecules and ions are classified
as acids under the Brbnsted-Lowry definition that are

not acids in the Arrhenius sense. For example, in

the reaction,

NH
3

+ H
2
0 T> NH + OH

'

the water molecule
4

donates a proton to the ammonia, and is here considered

an acid in the Brtinsted-Lowry sense.

These properties form the basis of the operational
definition of a base.

Some examples of the relative degree of ionization are

shown in the Reference Tables for Chemistry.

Two common indicators are litmus which is blue in basic

solution and red in acid solution, and phenolphthalein
whidh is pink in basic solution and colorless in acid

solution.

Aqueous solutions of bases feel

slipperY.

A base is a substance that yields

hydroxide ions as the only negative
ions in aqueous solution.

The characteristic properties of bases
in aqueous solution are due to the

hydroxide ion.

69

Strong bases have a caustic action on the skin.

According to the Arrhenius definition, the only bases

are hydroxides.
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2. BrCnsted-
Lowry theory

Amphoteric

substances

III. Acid-base

Reactions

. Neutralization

Acid-base
titration

A base is any species (molecule or
ion) that can combine with a proton.

All bases have at least one pair of
unshared electrons.

An amphoteric (amphiprotic) substance
is on that can act.either:as an
acid Of-as abase, depending on its
chemical environment.:',

Acid-base neutralization pertains to
the reaction which occurs when
equivalent quantities of an acid and
a hydroxide are mixed.

Supplementar

The BrOnsted-Lowry definition e_
definition to include many spec
tile OH- that can accept a proto

the reaction,

H
2

+ HC1 H
3
0+ +

combines with a proton to form
is here considered a base in th

The hydroxides of some metals;(
lead, chromium) are amphoteric.
a s:Tong base they behave as ac

. of a strong acid they behave as
Lowry sense, species (e.g., 1120

donate or accept a proton are a

One mole of hydrogen ions will
hydroxide ions to form water .

The molarity of an acid(or base) of

unknown molarity can be determined by
slowly combining it with a base (or
acid) of known molarity (standard
solution) until neutralization occurs.
This process is called titration.
The end point of the titration may
be determined by the use of
appropriate indicators or by
temperature changes or electrode
potential changes.

The mOldrity of the*unkliOln'Sel

CalCulated ffc*anjihd0T44ndin
rel4tionthipinvolVeL

Minimum requireMentS fOP exami
to o:;mpte calculations-invavi
neutralization reaction's.
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e is any species (molecule or

that can combine with a proton.

bases have at least one pair of

ared electrons.

bllphoteric (amphiprotic) substance

ae that can act either as an

or as a base, depending on its

ical environment.

-base neutralization pertains to

reaction which occurs when

valent quantities of an acid and

droxide are mixed .

molarity of an acid(or base) of

own molarity can be determined by

ly combining it with a base (or

) of known molarity (standard

tion) until neutralization occurs.

process is called titration.

end point of the titration may

etermined by the use of

opriate indicators or by

erature changes or electrode

ntial changes.
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The BrOnsted-Lowry definition extends the Arrhenius

definition to include many species in addition to
the OH that can accept a proton. For example, in
the reaction,

112 0 + hC1 TI:=± H304", +. Cl , the water mo33cule

combines with a proton to form the hydronium ion, and

is here considered a base in the BrOnsted-LaNry sense,

The hydroxides of some metals; (e.g., aluminum, zinc,

lead, chromium) are amphoteric. In the presence of
a strong base they behave as acids and in the presence

of a strong acid they behave as bases. In the Brbnsted-

Lowry sense, species (e.g., 1120, HS0-4) which can either

donate or accept a proton are also amphiprotic.

One mole of hydrogen ions will react with one mole of
hydroxide ions to form water.

The molarity of the unknown solution can be

calculated from an understanding of the molar

relationships involved.

Minimum requirements for examination will be limited

to simple calculations involving acid-base

neutralization reactions.
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2. Salts

B. Conjugate

Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

A salt is an ionic compound containing
positive ions other than hydrogen and
negative ions other than hydroxide.

Some salts in aqueous solution react
with the water to form solutions
that are acidic or basic. This

process is called hydrolysis.

According to the Brönsted-Lowry theory,

pair acid-base reactions involve a transfer
of protons from the acid to the base.

Acid-base reactions are reversible.

In an acid-base reaction an acid
transfers a proton to become a base,
making an acid-base pair. A base
gains a proton to become an acid,
making a second acid-base pair.
Each pair, made up of an acid and a
base related by the transfer of a
proton, is called a conjugate acid-
base pair.

All salts arr.: strong electro

to be completely dissociated

Salts can be considered as h
the neutralization of an aci
formed from strong acids and
aqueous solutions that are a
from weak acids and strong b
solutions that are basic, b

acids and strong bases do no

In order to accept a proton,
least one pair of unshared e
without any electrons will s
belonging to the base, formi
bond. (See Unit 3, Section I

The strongest acids have the weakest
conjugate bases and the strongest
bases have the weakest conjugate acids.

the*f011oWing reactions t
(aCiditbaSei and acid

2
-base,

subscripts.

Basel + Acid

2

NH
3

+ H
2
0

Refer, to the Re erence Tabi
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salt is an ionic compound containing
ositive ions other than hydrogen and

egative ions other than hydroxide.

ome salts in aqueous solution react
ith the water to form solutions

hat are acidic or basic. This

rocess is called hydrolysis.

All salts are strong electrolytes and are considered

to be completely dissociated in aqueous solution.

Salts can be considered as having been derived from
the neutralization of an acid and a base. Salts

formed from strong acids and weak bases will give

aqueous solutions that are acidic. Salts formed

from weak acids and strong bases will give aqueous

solutions that are.basic. Salts formed from strong

acids and strong "bases do not hydrolyze in solution.

ccording to the BrUnsted-Lowry theory, In order to accept a proton, a base must have at

cid-base reactions involve a transfer least one pair of unshared electrons. The proton

f protons from the acid to the base, without any electrons will share a pair of electrons

lbelonging to the base, forming a coordinate covalent
bond. (See Unit 3, Section II, B, p. 19)

cid-base reactions are reversible.

n an acid-base reaction an acid
transfers a proton to become a base,

aking an acid-base pair. A base
ains a proton to become an acid,

aking a second acid-base pair.
ach pair, made up of an acid and a

ase related by the trahsfer of a

roton, is called a conjugate acid-

ase pair.

In the-following reactions:the:two conjugate
, (acid

1
44se' and:acidH-base) ae identified by

subscripts.

Basel + Acid2 Acid1 .4. Base

+ NC1 ç
H30 + Cl-

The strongest acids have the weakest
conjugate bases and the strongest

bases have the weakest conjugate acids.

c.:

Refer to the Reference Tables for Chemistry.
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tC. Buffers Buffer solutions are solutions which
maintain an approximately constant pH
on addition of hydrogen ions or
hydroxide ions. Buffer solutions
contain a weak acid and a salt of that
acid (or a weak base and a salt of
that base) which act as a conjugate
acid-base pair.

IV. Ionization Constant The equilibrium constant for the
ionization of acids (KA

) is a
convenient method for comparing the
relative strength of acids.
For the reaction,

_
HB = H + B

A. K
W

In water and aqueous solutions the
product of the hydrogen ion concen-
tration and the hydroxide ion
concentration is a constant at
constant temperature. This constant,
Kw, is useful in problems involving

hydrogen ion and hydroxide ion
concentrations.

A solution which con
acetate is an exampl
acetic acid acts as
ion as the conjugate

Minimum requirements
to the interpretatio
values of KA.

Ionization constants
that are not complet
are completely diss
The denominator EHB]
infinity.

Tonization constant
Werenee Tables:to
'the'telative streng
acid with a KA = 1.

.

stronger than an ac

Students should be
the relationship:

=

Since the concentra
stant for all react
Value can be includ,

10H-I = K
A

,The numerical Value

In:pure water, [I-1

+j
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Buffer solutions are solutions which

maintain an approximately constant pH

on addition of hydrogen ions or

hydroxide ions. Buffer solutions

contain a weak acid and a salt of that

acid (or a weak base and a salt of

that base) which act as a conjugate

acid-base pair.

The equilibrium constant for the

ionization of acids (K
A
) is a

convenient method for comparing the

relative strength of acids.

For the reaction,

HB = H B

VMS .vir,r4e qA4iinN

Supplementary Information

A solution which contains acetic acid and sodium

acetate is an example of a buffer solution. Here the

acetic acid acts as the conjugate acid and the acetate

ion as the conjugate base.

MinimuM requirements for eXamination will be limited

to the*terpretation of the significance of the
valuee of K .

A

Ionization constants can be calculated for all acids

that are not completely dissociated. For acids that

are completely dissociated there is no equilibrium.

The denominator [1-1B1 approaches zero and KA -eavr.roaches

infinity.

Ionization constants such as those given in the

Reference Tablas for Chemist* can be used in comparing
the relative strength of acids. For example, an

acid with a K
A

= L8 x 10-5 (although a weak acid) is

10

In water and aqueous solutions the

product of the hydrogen ion concen-

tration and the hydroxide ion

concentration is a constant at

constant temperature. This constant,

K is useful in problems involving

hydrogen ion and hydroxide ion

concentrations.

Kw = [H+1 [OH

stT9=40 than an acid:fYith KA=:5.8 x

Stud6ite ehould be able tO solve problems based On'

the relatiOnship:

K = [e] 10111 = 1.0 x 10
-14

Since the concentration of water is essentially con-

stant for all reactions in aqueous solution, its

value can be included in the ionization constant giving:

[011-1 = KA 1112°1 =

The numerical value of Kw at 25°C. is 1.0 x 10-14.

In pure water, re] = [0H-1 = 1.0 x 10-i.
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B. pH

Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

The pH of a solution indicates the
concentration of hydrogen ions (acid
strength) in a solution. A pH of 7
is neutral. A pH of less than 7 is
acidic. A pH gr,-)ater than 7 is

basic.

. Indicators An indicator,is_a weak,acid with
different Colors for-the undissociated
form (HIn) and the negative ion

Minimum requir
to the caloula
from pH values

.molar hydrogen
involving whol

pH is the 1oga
logarithm) of

[H+1= 10

Pure water has

[HI

The [HI at wh
its end point.

LInT] = [HIn



Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

The pH of a solution indicates the

eoncentration of hydrogen ions (acid

strength) in a solution. A pH of 7

is neutral. A pH of less than 7 is

acidic. A pH greater than 7 is

basic.

An indidator weak- acid With_ _ -
different Coloks fot the-:undisociated

fotm (HIn) pci:thenegative ioi
(Tn7). H.

Supplementary Information

hinimum requirements for examination will be limited

to the calculation of molar hydrogen ion concentrations

from pH values and calculation of pH values from

molar hydrogen ion concentration. Only calculations

involving whole number pH values will be used.

pH is.the logatithm Of the reciprocal (negative
loprithm) of the hydrogell ion condentratiOn.

pH. = log tk

OH J. l0-°

Pure water has a pH of 7.

LIn

tHIn

r +1 .

The 'pi L. h an .11dicator.turns color is called
end:pOint. .:At the end point,

J:417] = HIn], or KA = Fii
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. Redox

A. Oxidation
number

Unit 8 - Redox and Electrochemistry

Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

Redox reactions result from the
competition for electrons between

atoms.

The oxidation number. (oxidation state)

of an atom is the charge which an
atom has, or appears to have,, when

electrons are counted according to
certain arbitrary rules.

In assigning oxidation numbers
electrons shared between two unlike
atoms are counted as he1nnging to

the r3re iectroey atm:

electrons shared between two like
atoms are divided equally between
the sharing atoms.

Redox is a term used fo

Examples of the applica:

of principles involving
in Unit 10, Section 11,

TheoXidation number,,:a
conVenient natation for
electrons:Anvolved in a

Application of the gene
following operational r

number:
In the free elements
number of zero. For
in Nai ancUsUlfUr in
'numbers of zero

In simple

oxidation
For
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FeC1
2
has

it has an

ions (ions
number is

example, i
number of
an oxidati

oxidation

All metals in Group
oxidation number is

All metals in Group
oxidation number is

Oxygen ha8 an ,zj.xiidat

compounds EXCEPT in

it .com

whet itmaybe:+1 or
oxygen has an oXidat
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Unit 8 - Redox and Electrochemistry

Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

Redox reactions result from the

competition for electrons between

atoms.

The oxidation number (oxidation state

of an atom is the charge which an

atom has, or appears to have, when

electrons are counted according to

certain arbitrary rules.

In assigning oxidation numbers

electrons shared between two unlike

atoms are counted as belonging to

the more electronegative atom;

electrons shared betwePn two like

atoms are divided equally between

the sharing atoms.

Sup lementary Information

Redox is a term used for oxidation-reduction.

Examples of the application to commercial processes

of principles involving redox reactions may be found

Ln Unit 10, Section II, B, pp. 82-83.

The oxidation number, although arbitrary, is a

convenient notation for keeping track of the number of

electrons involved in a chemical reP'nn.

Application of the general rules results in the

following operational rules for determining oxidation

number:

In the free elements, eadh atom has an oxidation

number of zero. For example, hydrogen in 112, sodium

in Na, and sulfur in S
8
all have oxidation

nulbers of zero:

.

In simple lom (ions containing one atom) the

oxidation number is equal to the charge on the

ion. For example, in CaC1 2, calcium has an

oxidation number of +2 and chlorine -1; iron in

FeC1 has an oxidation number of +2 while in FeC1
2 3

it has an oxidation number of +3.

All metals in Group IA form only +1 ions and their

oxidation number is +1 in all compounds.

All metals in Group IIA form only +2 ions and their

oxidation number is +2 in all compounds.

Oxygen has an oxidation number of -2 in all its

compounds EXCEPT in peroxides (such as H202) when

it is -1, and i compounds with fluorine

when it may be +1 or +2. For example, in H2SO4

oxygen has an oxidation number of -2.



Topics UnderstAndings and Fundamental Concepts

All.oxidation nUmbers must be:
COnSiStentwith the conserVation
'orcharge':

. Oxidation

. Reduction

Oxidation refers to any ,chemical
change in which there is an increase
in oxidation number: The _Particle
that increases in oxidation number
is said to be oxidized.

Oxidation :represents,,a,loss, or an
apparent loss, of electrons.

. . .

The particle that is oxidized acts
as a reducing agent.

Reduction .refers to any chemical
change in:which .there-is- a'decrease
in Oxidation ,nUmber.' The particle
that decreases in oxidation number is
.SaiciiO-be'reduCed.

Hydrogen
compound
Cali

2'
et

hydrogen

For neutral
atoms must
two hydroge

,
oxygens con
must" contri
polyatomic
than one
atoms mL!..t.

in SO=
,

t,4th
,4

number of
an oxidatio

Reduction represents a gain or an
apparent gain, of electrons.

The particle that is reduced acts as
an oxidizing agent.
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Hydrogen has an oxidation number of +1 in all its

compounds EXCEPT in the metal hydrides (such as LiH,

CaH
2'

etc.) when it is -1. For example, in H2SO4,

hydrogen has an oxidation number of +1.

All oxidation numbers must be For neutral molecules the oxidation number of all the

consistent with the conservation atoms must add up to zero. For example, in H2SO4 the

of charge. two hydrogens contribute a total of +2, the four

oxygens contribute a total of -8. Therefore, the sulfur

must contribute an oxidation number of +6. For

polyatomic ions (charged particles that contain more

than one atom) the oxidation numbers of all the

atoms must add up to the charge on the ion. For example,

in SO= the four oxygens contribute a total oxidation

number of -8. Therefore, the sulfur must contribute

an oxidation number of +6 to give the ion a charge of -2.

Oxidation refers to any chemical

change in Oich there is an increase

in oxidation number. The particle
that increases in oxidation number

is said to be oxidized.

Oxidation represents a loss, or an

appaxent loss, of electrons.

The particle that is oxidized acts

as a reducing agent.

Reduction refers to any chemical

Change in which there is a decrease

in oxidation number. The particle
that decreases in oxidation number is

said to be reduced.

Reduction TePresents,a gain, or an
apparent gain, of electrons.

The particle that is reduced acts as

an oxidizing agent.
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D. Redox reactions Oxidation and reduction occur
simultaneously; one cannot occur
without the other.

II. Electrochemistry

A. Half-reactions

There is a conservation of charge
as well as a conservation of mass in

a redox reaction.

In oxidation and reduction th
decrease of oxidation number

electrons. The only way by w
shifted away from an atom (ox
be pulled toward another atom

A redox reaction may be considered
in two parts, one represanting a loss

of electrons (oxidation), and,the
other representing a gain of electrons

(reduction) . Each reaction is known

as a half-reaction.

B. Half7cells

Half-cell

potential

It i,.s1:10,ss.ible,tosetup reactions'

so that eaCh half of a redoXreaCtiOn
takes plaCe in aseparate vessel, '

proVided that,:the vessel's are
.connected-,bvafsalttri4e, or PoTous
cup which permits the migration of
ions but .doeS not allow theisOiutions
tc),

A separate equation showing g

(electronic equation) can be

half-reaction.

For example: Mg + C12;--> MgC

Mg --) Mg++ + 2e- (oxidati

---> 2C1 (reduct

Comparison of the driving force of
a half,-reaction with that of the

hydrogen standard establishes a

scale of voltages.

It is impossible to measure t
tendency of a half-reactiOn e

an attendant half;-reaction .

the relative Oxidizing.tende
has been found convenient to,
for the oxidation of hydrogen
as an 'arbitrary standard.
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ation and reduction occur

ltaneously; one cannot occur

out the other.

e is a conservation of charge

ell as a conservation of mass in

dox reaction.

dca.reaction may be considered

WO parts, one representing a loss

lectrons '(oxidation), and the

r representing &gain of electrons

uctiC4. 'Eachreaction .iS known

haff-reaction.

Supplementary Information

In oxidation and reduction the increase and

decrease of oxidatico number results from a shift of

electrons. The only way by which electrons can be

shifted away .from an atom (oxidation) is for them to

be pulled toward another atom (reduction).

liat each"half of 4 redo* reaction

idehat the vessels are'.
s:place.# a separate vessel,

edtecl by:,..a salt bridge Or_pOrous

..spOssibleto.,setOpjeaCtonS
.

_

whiCh permits the migration of

s but does not allow the solutions

ix.

parison of the driving force of

alt.-reaction with that of the

rogen standard establishes a

le of voltages.

A separate equation showing gain or loss of electrons

(electronic equation) can be written for each

half-reaction.

For example: Mg + Cl2 ---+MgC12 can be represented as

++
Mg + 2e (oxidation)

Cl
2

---)2C1 reduction)

It is impossible to measure the absolute oxidizing

tendency of a half-reaction except by comparison with

an attendant half-reaction. For purposes of measuring

the relative oxidizing tendency of a half-reaction, it

has been found convenient to adopt the+half-reaction

for the oxidation of hydrogen, H2--o2H + 2e

as an arbitrary standard.
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When each half-reaction is compared
to the standard under, specified
conditions of concentration, tempera-
ture, and pressure, standard
oxidation potentials can be developed.

The standard oxidation potential (E°)
gives the potential difference in
volts between th6 specified half-
reaction and the'hydrogen half-reaction.

A. Table
the Ref

Use of Oxidation potentials are useful in In comb
standard determining whether a specific redox in any
oxidation reaction will take place half-re
potentials of oxid

Any pair of half-reactions can be as oxid
combined to give the complete reducti
reaction for a cell whOse potential the tab
difference can be calculated by For ex
adding the appropriate half-cell

potentials. Mg

the mag
'The two

Mg 4.

In comb
must be

2Na

the two

2(Na± N
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When each half-reaction is compared

to the standard under specified

conditions of concentration, tempera-

ture, and pressure, standard

oxidation potentials can be developed.

The standard oxidation potential (E°)

gives the potential difference in

volts between the specified half-

reaction and the hydrogen half-reaction

Oxidation potentials are useful in

determining whether a specific redox

reaction Will take place.

Any pair of half-reactions can be

combined to give the complete.'

reaCtion for a cell whoSe potential

difference 'can becalculated by

adding the appropriate half,cell

-potentials
.

Supplementary Information

:A Table of StandarcLalidation ,Potentiale is included in

tl'O.Referenee Tables for Chem**.

In combining half-reactions it must be remembered that,

in any redox reaction, there must be an oxidation

half-reaction and a reduction half-reaction. In tables

of oxidation potentials all half-reactions are written

as oxidations. To obtain the equation for the

,reduction half-reaction, the equation as written in

the table must be reversed, and the sign of E° changed.

For example, in the reaction,

Mg C12 MgC12

the:MagnesiUM iS:oxidiied and the:chlorine iS reduted.

The
,

tWO halfreactionS':,May be 'combined:

Mg mg++ 2e

Cl 2C1-

+2.37

+1.36

Mg + Cl2 > Mg++ + 2C17 = +3.73

In combining half reactions, t4e elett,ron transfer

MUStbe balantedfor'eXample:, in the..reattion

the tWo half-reaCtiOnS-wOuld be combined. as:follows:.

2(Na+ Na + -:er) E°

117
cl 2e*. 2C1- E° = +1A6,

+ Cl
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NOTE: the oxidation poten

multiplied by the coeffici

for the reaction.

In combining half-reactions, if the

potential (E°) for the over all

reaction is positive, the reaction

is spontaneous.

Metals with positive oxida

hydrogen from an acid.

For example, if magnesium

solution of an acid the ne

could be repxesented by th

Since this value is positi

take'place spontaneously.

In'cOmbining halfreactions, if the

'potential (V) for the over.all

reaction is negative no reaction will

+ake place.

Metals with negative oxid

replace hydrogen from an

For example, if copper me

an acid the reaction, if

by the net equation:

Cu + 2H Cu
++

Combining the half-reacti

Cu Cu.' + 2e

2H+ + 2e

+-

+ 2H 7"
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bining half-reactions,
if the

ial (E°) for the over all

ion is positive, the reaction

ontaneous.

:upplekentary Information

NOTE: the oxidatic
potentials (E°) are Not

multiplied by the cr Ific6,7nts in calculating the E°

for the reaction.

Metals with positi- oxier-vrion
potentials will replace

hydrogen from an a_2.1.

For example, if magnesium -metal is added to a

solution of an acid the,net
reaction, if one occurs,

could be represented by the equation:

+ ++
2H ----> Mg H

2

Combining the half-reactions:

ombining.half-reactions
if the.

ntial (E ) for the over all

Irtion

cis negative nreaction will

67

s
.++

mg mg, 112
E +2.37

2

Since this value is positive we know the reaction will

take place spontaneously

Metals
with negative oxidation potentials

will not

replace hydrogen from an acid.

For example if copper metal
is added to a solution of

an acid the reaction, if one occurs, could be represented

by the net equation:

Cu + 2H Cu
++

+ 112

Combining the half-reactions:

Cu Cu++ 2e- E° = -0.34

21-11. 2e-
= 0.00

2H4-----). Cu++ + 112

Eo =
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C. Chemical cells

1. Electrode

twrgrl ,

Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

Redox reactions that Occur

spontaneously may be employed to
provide a source of electrical energy.

When the two half-cells of a.redox
reaction ,are connected by an external
conductor, a flow of electrons

(electric current) is produced.

In a chemical cell, oxidation takes

place at -the negative electrode and

reduction takes place at the
positive electrode..

. .

2. Equilibrium Equilibrium is attained in chemical
. icells when the voltage measured s

equal to 'zero.

D. Electrolytic
cells

Redox reactions that do not occur
spontaneously can be forced to take
,place by supplying energy with an
externally applied electric current.

The use of an electric current to
bring about a chemical reaction is
called electrolysis.

In an electrolytic cell, oxidation
takes place at the positive electrode,
and reduction takes place" at the
negative electrode.

Since this valu
will not take p

Detaiis of coin
required.

In a chemical c
produce an elec

The E° values g
Potentials are
reaction procee
the measured va
measured voltag

Electroplating,
of brine, and e
examples of the
a chemical reac
3, 17. 83. )
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Redox reactions that occur

spontaneously may be employed to

provide a source of electrical energy.

When the two .half-cells of a redox

reaction are bonnected,by,an external
- .

conductoT,:.4 fl9w,cfelectrons, .

. (electric current) iS produced.

In a cheMical cell, oxidation takes
. ,

Plade at:the negative elebtrode and

reduction takes place et the

positive electrode.:

§2Eplelilentary Informat inn

Since this value is negative, we know the reaction.

will not take place.

Details of commercial cells and batteries are not

required.

In a chemical cell, a chemical reaction is used to

produce an electric current.

Equilibrium is attained in chemical

cells when the voltage measuted is

equal to zero.

Redox reactions that do not occur

spontaneously can be forced to take

pdace by supplying energy with an

externally applied electric current.

The use of an electric current to

bring about a chemical reaction is

called electrolysis.

In an electrolytic cell, oxidation

takes place at the positive electrode,

and reduction takes place at the

negative electrode.

The E values given in Tables of Standard Oxidation

Potentials are fbr definite'concentrations. As a

reaciion:proceeds these, concentrations change and

the measured value falls off until at 'e4uilibrium the,.

measured voltage is equal to zera...-

Electroplating, electrolysis nf water, electrolysis

of ,brine, and .electrolysis of molten salts are

examples of,the ,16,0 of an plectric current to produce

a chemical Teaction. (Refer to Unit 103 Section 110 B,

3, p. 83.)
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III. Balancing Redox

Equations

Understandings and Fundamental Concepts

In any reaction the loss of electrons

by the species oxidized must be equal

to the gain of electrons by the

species reduced.

There is a conservation of charg, as

well as a conservation of mass La a

redox reaction.

Several methods have be

reactions. Teachers ma

Two methods are illustr

'reaction between coplier

METHOD 1 Change in Oxi

electrons):'

the reactants

Cu + HNO'i C

Step 1. Assig

element

0 +1 +5 -2

Cu + H N 0

Step 2. Dete

number (trans

eletents that

(loss of 2 el

(gain of 3 el

that some of

change. Only

oxidation num

transfer.)

Step 3. Balan

writing appro

materials oxi

3 x (-2e )

Cu + HNO
3

80
Step 4. Inse

with the cons

inspection).
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reaction the loss of electrons

species oxidized must be equal

gain of electrons by the

s reduced.

is a conseniation of charge as

s a conservation of mass in a

reaction.

Supplementary Information

Several methods have been used to balance red=

reactions. Teachers may use the method they prefer.

Two methods are illustrated below for balancing the

reaction between copper and 4ilute nitric acid:

METHOD 1 Change in:oXidatiOn number (transfer of

electron* The unbalanced equation shoWs

the reactants'and prOdUcts

Cu + HNOi 7')Cu(n) + NO:+

Step 1 ..A.Ssign kidatiOinumbers to each

element.

+14,5 -2 2+5J,2: :+1

0.3 0.3Y2 + N

Step 2 Determine the change in oxidation

number (transfer of electrons) of those

elements that change. For copper, 0 +2

(loss of 2 electrons). For nitrogen, +5'4+2
(gain of 3 electrons). (It should be noted

that some of the nitrogen does not show this

change. Only the nitrogen that changes

oxidation number is involved in the electron

transfer.)

Step 3. Balance electron gain and loss by

writing appropriate coefficients for the

materials oxidized and reduced.

3 x (-2e-)

Cu + IWO
3

3Cu(NO3)2 + 2N0 + H 0

2 x (+3e-)

Step 4. Insert other coefficients consistent

with the conservation of matter (balance by

inspection).



Topics yaierstandingsandamentalconcets

It shoul

coefficie

oxidized

electrons

be chang

This equ

not incl

in the r

a teache

ions, th

3Cu + 8



Understandings and Fundamental Concepts Supplementary Information

It should:be pointed out tht whmthe.:.-

coefficientsare assigned tO:the materials

oxidizecrand reduced:: (thOs balancing

electrons lost and gained),this ratio cannot

beChanged.

Balancing half-reactions: The half-reactions

are multiplied by the appropriate

coefficients to balance the electrons.

3(Cu--3C11++

2(NO3 + 4H ---->N0 + 2H20)

3Cu + 2N0 ; 8e---43CP + 2N0 + 4E20

This equation is a net equation, and does

not include the ions that are not involved

in the redox reaction (q)ectator ions). If

a teacher wisiles to include the spectator

ions, the equation becomes

3Cu + 8HNO3 3Cu(NO3)2 + 2N0 + 41120
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Topics Understandings and Fundamental COncepts':

pefinitions Organic cheMistry i8 the chemittry

of the compounds of carbon.

Carbon:is , able to forinl four:covalent

:bonds not , ohlywith other:Icinds:of

atomS but alSo-indefinitely with ' other

CarbOnatoli!s:., ThiS makeS poSSiblea:

Very large 'number of compounds.:

I I C:h aracteristics

of Organic

Compounds

Organic compounds are generally

insoluble in water _and soluble in.

nonaqueous solvents.

Organic compounds are generally

nonelectrolytes.

Organic compounds generally ,have

low !Belting:points.

OrganicompoUnds Occur exte

AlIliving things are coMpos

organic coMpoUndS.

Organic compounds are more n

coMpound$:

The major sources of raw mat

chemicals are obtained are p

other plant products, and an

Organic :compoundt '.are,lenera

HtoLdiSsOlVe innonpOlat-:sOl

compounds that are somewhat

acid, are ,soluble, in .wafer.

-

Urganic acids .:are weak'e1ect

A. Bonding

Reactions involving organic compounds .

are generally slower than those

involving inorganic compounds.

,The carbon .atori usually. forms

coMpounds by Covalent _bonding .

Th., carbon atom has ,four valence

electrons and can form four covalent

bonds.

The carbon atom, can share 61ictrons
with other carbon' atoms.

71

Since most organic compounds

the intermolecular forces a

compounds have relatiVely. 1

300°C.).

Because of strong covalent b

organic compounds do not re

complexes (intermediates) ,

place slowly. The activatio

organic reactions is general

The four bonds of the carbo

directed toward the corners

Two adjacent carbon atoms,

pairs of electrons.
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erstandings and Fundamental Concepts

anic chemistry is the chemistry

the compounds of carbon.

bon:is able.to form four Covalent

dsnotbnlywith otherlinds of

msbut also indefinitely with other

bon:atoms. -ThismakesTossible a

"rlage number of compounds.

anic compounds are generally

oluble in water and soluble in

aqueous solvents.

anic compounds are generally

electrolytes .

anic compounds generally have

melting points.

ctions involving organic compounds

generally slower than those

olving inorganic compounds.

carbon atom usually forms

pounds by covalent bonding.

3 carbon atom has four valence

3ctrons and can form four covalent

Ids.

3 carbm atom can share electrons

Al other carbon atoms.

sup "Itar_pvis.\..arj.L.,q0.12_____natin

Organic compounds occur ote4sively in nature.

All living things are colOsed predokinantly of

organic compounds.

Organic compounds are mo" noerous than inorganic

compounds.

The major sources of.:.raw Oterials'40M Whith,organi

Oemicals are ObtainW40 iietrole0113 coal, wood and

other plant:prOductsi anPhimal sou/sc0:.

Organic compOunds:;aregei/Oaly nonPoiar,: andtend

.:to;:dissolye:innonpOlar 0011i6nts..; Tt0se organic

compounds:that-_are somewOtTolar, stach: as acetic

acidare'Sbluble in Watoi.

'Organic atidS:are Weak *.l.rolytes.

Since most organic compo

the intermolecular forc4

compounds have relatively

300°C.).

a are e5%tia11y nonpolar,
0,te weak, Thus the

lpw melting points (under

Because of strong covaleS boding within the molecule,

organic compounds do not 0q.61y fork activated

complexes (intermediatesp.4nd thus /'eactions take

place slowly. The activq,Opn energy required for

organic reactions is genSally high.

The four bonds of the caid° ateM are spatially

directed toward the cor%P of a reklar tetrahedron.

Two adjacent carbon atoiN NI Share ene, two, or three

pairs of electrons.
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The covalent bonding results in

compounds that are molecular in

structure.

Structural The covalent bond is usually repre., It is import

formulas sented by a short line (or dash) compounds are

representing one pair of shared

electrons. A formula showing the Teachers are

bonding in this mFiner is known as a three-dimensi

structural formula.

Compounds which have the same

molecular formula but different

structures are called isomers.

Isomers have different physical and
chemical properties.

D. Saturated and

unsaturated

compounds

III.Homologous Series

of Hydrocarbons

Organic compounds in which carbon

atoms are bonded by the sharing of

a single pair of electrons are said

to be saturated compounds.

For example,t

CH C0 .CH
3

(
3

molecular fo

to name these

recognize c

As the number

possibilities
number of iso

A bond formed

me pair of e

Organic compounds containing two A bond formed

adjacent caibon atoms bonded by the two pairs of

sharing of more than one pair of bond. A bond

electrons are said to be unsaturated sharing of th

compounds. a triple bond

The study of organic chemistry is Each member o

simplified by the fact that organic one before it

compounds can be classified into

groups having related structures and As the membe

properties. Such groups are called mass, the boi

homologous series, due to the in
Unit 3, Secti

72

8 3
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The covalent bonding results in

compounds that are molecular in

structure.

The covalent bond is,usuallOepre,

sented by a short, line (or:,daSh):::

representing one pair of:Shared

electronsH kformulaihowing the

bonding in:this manner iS knoWn as a

structurallormula.:

COmpounds whiCkhaye the same

molecular fOrmaa'but different

structures ,are calledjsomers.

Isomers have different physical and

chemical properties.

Organic compounds in which carbon

atoms are bonded by the sharing of

a single pair of electrons are said

to be saturated compounds.

Organic compounds containing two

adjacent carbon atoms bonded by the

sharing of more than one pair of

electrons are said to be unsaturated

compounds.

The study of organic chemistry is

simplified by the fact that organic

compounds can be classified into

groups having related structures and

properties. Such groups are called

homologous series.

72

Sppiementary Information

iOmportant: to remember that_molecules of organic

coMpounds are,three-dimensionalin nature.

TedchOspx,021gedtouse mod4S to Pepresent the

three,...dimensionatstr.fucture: of organic compounds.

FOr exampleithOmpoundH CH
2
1.CHOropanal) and.

3

CH .0 .CH
3
(*tone) are isomers, bOth havingthe

3
molecular forMuld C

3
H6 A 6ftdents are net iequiiled

to ndme these compounds, but would be expected t6

*cogn4eCompOUndS:as

As the number of atoms in the molecule increases, the

possibilities of more spatial arrangements (thus, the

number of isomers) increases.

A bond formed between carbon atoms by the sharing of

one pair of electrons is referred to as a single bond.

A bced formed between carbon atoms by the sharing of

two pairs of electrons is referred to as a double

bond. A bond formed between carbon atoms by the

sharing of three pairs of electrons is referred to as

a triple bond.

Each member of an homologous series differs from the

one before it by a common increment.

As the members of the series increase in molecular

mass, the boiling point and freezing point increase

due to the increase in the van der Waal forces. (See

Unit 3, Section III, C p. 21.)
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A. Alkanes

B. Alkenes

C. Alkynes

ts

Compounds containing only carbon and

hydrogen, are known as,.hydrocarbons.

MOWCarbOn compounds aremamed from,

-and can be considete&-as'related to,

correspOndinvhydroCarbons..:

The series of saturated hydrocarbons

having the general formula CnH2111.2

is called the alkane series.

The series of unsaturated hydro-

carbons containing one double bond

and having the general formula

n
H
2n

is called the alkene series.

In the I.U.C..(International Union

Of.CheMists) system of nomenclature

the alkenes are named from the

corresponding alkane by changing

the ending U-ane" to "-ene".

The series of unsaturated hydro-

carbons containing one triple bond an

having the general formula C H
n 2n-2

is called the alkyne series. In the

I.U.C. system of nomenclature the

alkynes are named Irom the corres-

84
73

Sup

Students hould be able

formulas of the first f'

methane, ethane, propan

The alkane series is al

or the paraffin series.

The alkane series show

fourth member (butane,

In naming isomers the I

should be followed. On

butane and pentane will

Students should be able

and formulas of the fir

ethene, propene, butene

The alkene series is al

series or the olefin se

There are series of hyd

than one double bond, s

however, are not member

Ethyne (acetylene) is t

series that will be sub

The common name of the

.series, "acetyleneu, C

and should be familiar
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pounds containing only carbon and

rogen are known as hydrocarbons.

t carbon compounds are named from,

can be considered as related to,

responding hydrocarbons.

series of saturated hydrocarbons

ing the general formula CnHars.,

called the alkane series.

SupplemerLtary Information

Students 0004 be able to recogniie the names an&

formulas of the first five members Of this series,

methane, ethane, propane, butane, and pentane.

The alkane series is also called the methane series

or the paraffin series.

The alkane series show isomerism .beginning with the

fourth member (butane, C4H10).

In naming isomers the 1.0 C. rules of nomenclature

shoyld be followed. Only the names of isomers of

butane cowl pentane will be subject to examination.

Students should be able to recognise the names

and formulas of the first four members of this series,

ethene, propene, butene, and pentene.

series of unsaturated hydro-

bons containing one double bond

having the general formula

2n
is called the alkene series.

the I.U.C. (International Union

Chemists) system of nomenclature

alkenes are named from the

responding alkane by changing

ending "-ane" to "-ene",

series of unsaturated hydro-

bOns containing one triple bond and

ing: the general formula
Cnil2n:r2

called:the alkyne series.: Iny,the.

C. system:of nopenclatUre:the

ynes are naMed.fri4omjhe'Correst

The alkene series is also called the ethylene

series or the olefin series.

There are series of hydrocarbons containing more

than one double bond, such as the dienes. These,

however, are not members of the alkene series.

Ethyne (acetylene) is the only member of this

series that will be Subject to examination.

The common name of the first member of this

"acetylene!!, C2H2, is Still,in general use

'and Should 'be 'familiar. to Students.

3
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ponding alkane by changing the The
ending "-ane" to "-yne". seri

D. Benzene

IV. Other Organic

Compounds

The benzene series is a series of Benz
cyclic hydrocarbons having the sem
general formula C H

n 2n-6.
The

C H
6

All of the carbon-carbon bonds in The
the benzene ring are the same, and ifsup
they have structure and properties bond
intermediate between simple single
bonds and simple double bonds.

In many of its-reactions benzene
"behaves more like a saturated hydro-

carbon than an unsaturated hydrocarbon.

Homologous series of organic
compounds occur in which one or

more hydrogen atoms of a hydrocafbon
have been replaced by other elements.

For

of t

repr

These compounds are usually named 4,

their corresponding hydrocarbons, r-at
are not necessarily prepared direectly'

from the hydrocarbon.
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ponding alkane by changing the

ending "-ane" to '-yne".

The benzene series is a series of

cyclic hydrocarbons having the

general formula. CnH2n..6.

All of the carbon-carbon bonds in

the benzene ring are the same, and

they have structure and properties

intermediate between simple single

bonds and simple double bonds.

In many of its reactions benzene

behaves more like a saturated hydro-

carbon than an unsaturated hydrocarbon.

Homologous series of organic

compounds occur in which one or

more hydrogen atoms of a hydrocarbon

have been replaced by other elements.

Supplementary Information

The alkyne series is also calltii the acetylene

series.

Benzene and toluene are the on4 members of this

series that will be oubject to examination.

The simplest member of the benzene series is benzene,

C
6
H
6.

The second member is toluene
'

C
7
H
8'

(C
6
H
5
CH

3
).

The structure of benzene is often represented as the

"super position" or "average" of single and double

bonds as shown below:

For.simplicity the chemist often uses either one

of the structures shown above. Other shortAand

representations of the benzene ring that are used are:

,/

These compounds are usually named from

their corresponding hydrocarbons, but

are not necessarily prepared directly'.-

from the hydrocarbon.
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A functional group is a particular

arrangement of a few atoms which

gives characteristic Froperties to

an organic molecule.

A. Alcohols

Primary

alcohols

Organic compounds can often be consid

ered as being composed of one or more

functional groups attached to a

hydrocarbon radical.

In alcohols, one or more hydrogens

of a hydrocarbon have been replaced

by an -OH group.

In primary alcohols, one -OH group

is attached to the end carbon of a

hydrocarbon.

Primary alcohols contain the

functional group -CH2OH.

In the I.U.C. system of nomenclature,

primary alcohols are named from the

corresponding hydrocarbon by

replacing the final "-e" with the

ending tt_oltl

7 5

Supple

Students should be able to

alcohols, dihydroxy alcohol

and organic acids by their

No more than one -OH group

carbon atom.

The alcohols are not bases.

alcohol does not form a hy

solution.

Since the functional group

any hydrocarbon, the typic

represented as R-OH, where

of the molecule. The end

has the structural formula

- OH and is frequen

Students should know the n

alcohols, methanol, ethako

pentang.

The coMmon names Of the al

derived from the name of t

carbon by changing the end

, adding theclass nanie, lb

Called methyl alcohol.

It is recommended that the
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unctional group is r particular

angement of a few atoms which

es characteristic properties to

organic molecule.

anic compounds can often be consid-

d as being composed of one or more

ctional groups attached to a

rocarbon radical.

alcohols, one or more hydrogens

a hydrocarbon have been replaced

an -OH group.

primary alcohols, one -OH group

attached to the end carbon of a

rocarbon.

mary alcohols contain the

ctional group -CH2OH.

the I.U.C. System of nomenclature,

mary alcohols,are named from the

responding hydrocarbon by

lacing the final "-e" with the

ing- "

Supplementary Information

Students should be able to recognize primary

alcohols, dihydroxy alcohols, trihydroxy alcohols,

and organic acids by their functional groups.

No more than one -OH group can be attached to one

carbon atom.

The alcohols are not bases. The -OH group of an

alcohol does not form a hydroxide ion in aqueous

solution.

Since the functional group can be the end group of

any hydrocarbon, the typical alcohol is frequently

represented as R-OH, where "R" represents the rest

of the molecule. The end group of a primary alcohol

has the structural formula

C - OH and is frequently written as -CH
2
OH

Students should know the names of the five primary

alCohols, methanol, ethanol, propanol, butanol and

pntanol.

The common names Of the alcohols Were formerly

derived frohe name Of the:corresponding hydro-

carbon by changing the ending "-and" to "-yl" and

adding the class name. Thus.CH-30H;; Methanol was

called methyl alcohOli

It iS recOMMended that the nomenclature be used.
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2, Dihydroxy Compounds containing two alcohol

alcohols groups are known as dihydroxy

(dihydric) alcohols or glycols.

Students will n

alcohols.

The most import

called ethylene

3, Trihydroxy Compounds .containing three 'alcohol

alcohols groups are known as trihydroxy

(trihydric) alcohols.

tB Aldehydes

The most import

having the stru

- C

H - C

Students shoul

fOrmula of glyc

Students who ha

glycerol and it

Aldehydescontain.the.functional Aldehydes are r

group::HCHG* The structural
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Compounds containing two alcohol

groups are known as dihydroxy

(dihydric) alcohols or glycols.

Supplementary Information

Students vill.notbe:responsible for naming dihydroxy

alCohols.

The most important glycol is dihydroxyethane, commonly

called ethylenb glycol. It has the structural formula:

.0 - OH

- C - OH

Compounds containing three alcohol

groups are known as trihydroxy

(trihydric) alcohols.

The most important trihydroxy alcohol is glycerol,

having the structural formula:

- C - OH

H - C - OH

H C - OH

Students should be able to recognize the name and

formula of glycerol.

Students who have studied biology will be familiar with

glycerol ad its relationship to fats.

Aldehydes contain the functional Aldehydes are represented by the general formula R-CHO.

The structural formula of the aldehyde
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In the I.U.C. system of nomenclature

aldehydes are named from the

corresponding hydrocarbons by

replacing the final "-e" with the

ending "-al.,'

Supplem

The aldehyde of primary t

which is generally referr

formaldehyde.

C. Organic acids Organic acids contain the functional

group - COOH.

Acids are represented by

The structural formula of

0

In the

organic'acids

corresponding

repla6ing Phe'
ending '"-oic"

name "acid."

system of nomenclature

are named from the

hydrocarbons by

final "-e" with the

and adding the class

The first two members of

HCOOH, and ethanoic acid)

familiarly known bY their

and acetic acid.

Students should know both

common name of the first

(formic) acid and ethanoi

IT. Amines

tE. Amino acids

Amines are organic derivatives of

ammonia.

The functional group of an amine

is R -

An amino acid is an organic compound

containing both an amine group and

am organic acid group.

An example of an amine is

the structural formula:

An example of an amino,ac

with the structural formu
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In the IU.C. system of nomenclature

aldehydes are named from the

corresponding hydrocarbons by

replacing the final "-e" with the

ending "-al."

Organic acids contain the functional

group - COOH.

In the I.U.C. system of nomenclature

organic acids are named from the

corresponding hydrocarbons by

replacing the final "-e" with the

ending "-oic" and adding the class

name "acid."

Amines are organic derivatives of

ammonia.

The functional group of an amine

is R NH
2

.

An amino acid is an organic compound

containing both an amine group and

an organic acid group.

Su lem_u_ejitax:/_LiforjEtion

The aldehyde of primary importance is methanal, HCHO,

which is generally referred to by its common name,

formaldehyde.

Acids are represented by the general formula R-COOH.

The structural formula of the acid group is:

-C

The first two members of this series, methanoic acid,

HCOOH, and ethanoic acid, CH3CCOH, will be more

familiarly known by their common names, formic acid

and acetic acid.

StUdentS:Should:knoto. both the LUX. name and the

common naMe Ofthefirst tbk, members, methanoic

(formie) aeid and'ethanoic (acetic) acid.

An example of an amine is CH,NH
2

(aminomethane) with

the structural formula..

Hi

H - - N - H

An example of an amino acid is CH2NH2COOH (glycine)

with the structural formula:

88
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V. Organic Ikactions

A. SubsOtotion

B. AddiOpp.

t Optionq

Understandings and Fundamental Concgts Su plement

Proteins are complex nitrogen All living organisms, vegeta

compounds built up from amino acids, contain proteins which are e

processes.

Organic reactions generally take place

more slowly than inorganic reactions.

Organic reactions frequently involve

only the functional groups of the

reacting species, leaving the greater

part of the reacting molecules

relatively unchanged during the course

of the reaction.

Substitution means replacement of

one kind of atom or group by another

kind of atom or group. For saturated

hydrocarbons, reactions (except for

combustion and thermal decomposition)

necessarily invo lve replacement of

one or more hydrogen atoms.

Addition usually involves adding one

or more atoms at the double bond

resulting in saturation of the bond.

Addition is characteristic of

unsaturated compounds.

Because addition reactions take place

more easily than substitution

reactions, unsaturated compounds tend

to be more reactive than saturated

compounds.

89

The hydrogen atoms of satura

replaced by halogen family a

for these substitution react

the products are called halo

In naming halogen derivative

the I.U.C. rules of nomencla

Only halogen derivatives of

hydrocarbons will be subject

Some addition reactions are

reactions between ions.

The addition of hydrogen to

is called hydrogenation. Th

requires the presence of a c

temperature.

The addition of chlorine and

add) takes place at room tem

formed are also called halog
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teins are complex nitrogen

pounds built up from amino acids.

anic reactions generally take place

e slowly than inorganic reactions.

anic reactions frequently involve

y the functional groups of the

cting species, leaving the greater

t of the reacting molecules

atively unchanged during the course

the reaction.

stitution means replacement of

kind of atom or group by another

d of atom or group. For saturated

rocarbons, reactions (except for

bustion and thermal decomposition)

essarily involve replacement of

or more hydrogen atoms.

ition usually involves adding one

more atoms at the double bond

ulting in saturation of the bond.

ition is characteristic of

aturated compounds,

ause addition reactions take place

e easily than substitution

ctions, unsaturated compounds tend

be more reactive than saturated

pounds.

89

Supplementary Information

All living organisms, vegetable and animal,

contain proteins which are essential to their life

processes.

The hydrogen atoms of saturated hydrocarbons can be

replaced by halogen family atoms. The general term

for these substitution reactions is halogenation and

the products are called halogen derivatives.

In naming halogen derivatives of the hydrocarbons

the 1.U.C. rules of nomenclature should be followed.

Only halogen derivaives of the first five alkane

hydrocarbons will be subject to examination.

Some addition reactions are about as fast as the

reactions between ions.

The addition of hydrogen to an unsaturated substance

is called hydrogenation. This reaction usually

requires the presence of a catalyst and a raised

temperature.

The addition of chlorine and bromine (iodine doesn't

add) takes place at room temperature. The compounds

formed are also called halogen derivatives.
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C. Esterification Esterification is the reaction of an

acid with an alcohol to give an ester

and water.

acid + alcohol -4 ester + water

Esterification proceeds slowly and

is reversible.

D. Saponification The hydrolysis of esters by bases is

called saponification.

E. Polymerization

F. Fermentation

Polymerization involves the formation

of a large molecule from smaller

molecules.

In the fermentation Focess, enzymes

secreted by living organisms act as

catalysts for the breakdown of

molecules.

90

Supple

Esterification is not an

covalent compounds.

Esters usually have plea

many fruits, flowers, an

Fats are esters derived

organic acids.

To make soap, fat (a gly

hot alkali. The product

organic acid) and glycer

Synthetic rubbers, plast,

other large chain molecu

polymers.

In nature polymerization

proteins, starches, and

organisms.

A common fermentation pr

the fermentation of suga

For example:

C
6
H
12
0
6
zymase (from yea
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Esterification is the reaction cf an Esterification is not an ionic reaction. Esters are

acid with an alcohol to give an ester covalent compounds.

and water.

acid + alcohol ester + water

Esterification proceeds slowly and

is reversible.

The hydrolysis of esters by bases is

called saponification.

Polymerization involves the formation

of a large molecule from smaller

molecules.

In the fermentation process, enzymes

secreted by living organisms act as

catalysts for the breakdown of

molecules.

90

Esters usually have pleasant odors. The armas of

many fruits, flowers, and perfumes are due to esters.

Fats are esters derived' from glycerol and long-chain

organic acids.

To make soap, fat (a glycerol ester) is saponified by

hot alkali. The products are soap (a salt of an

organic acid) and glycerol.

Synthetic rubbers, plastics such as polyethylene, and

other large chain molecules synthesized by man are

polymers.

In nature polymerization occurs in the production of

proteins, starches, and other chemicals by living

organisms.

A common fermentation producX, ethanol,results from

the fermentation of sugar.

For example:

C
6
H
12
0
6

2C
2
H
5
0H + 2C0

2
zymase (from yeast)



Unit 10 - Application of Principles of R

The material included under this heading should not be taught as a

material should be related to, and integrate4 in, other units as i

Topics

I. Chemical Theory

and Industry

II. Some Principles

Employed in

Industry

A. Equilibrium

and reaction

rates

1. Haber

process

Sup lementary Informati

Pure research is directed toward the acquiring of knowledge

consideration of th'e, immediate practical application of tha

The scientist's search for truth for its own sake often lea

benefit of mankind.

Industrial processes are concerned with obtaining a maximum

products with maximun economic efficiency. An understandin

use of the principles involved in an industrial process can

affect the quality, yield, and cost of the product.

It is recommended that teachers take advantage of the oppor

arise during the course to relate theory to practical examp

Details .of the processes discussed under this heading zonl

qtudnts are not required to memorize the equations involve

An application of the factors affecting the rates of reacti

conditions make many processes practical. Examples of proc

application of factors affecting rate of reaction and/or eq

following:

N2 + 3H2 2NH
3

+ 22 kcal,

This process has already been used as an example to illustr

pressure, temperature, and catalysts. (See Unit 6, Section



Unit 10 - Application of Principles of Reaction

Me material included under this heading should not be taught as a unit itself. Rather, this

materiaZ should be related to, and integrated in, other units as it appZies.

Supplementary Information

Pure research is directed toward the acquiring of.knowledge without the

consideration of the immediate practical application of that knowledge.

The scientist's search for truth for its own sake often leads to the

benefit of mankind.

Industrial processes are concerned with obtaining a maximum yield of

products with maximum economic efficiency. An understanding and proper

use of the principles involved in an industrial process can materially

affect the quality, yield, and cost of the product.

It is recommended that teachers take advantage of the opportunities that will

arise during the course to relate theory to.practicaZ examples.

Details of the processes discussed under this heading will not be subject to examination.

Students are not required to memorize the equations involved.

An application of the factors affecting the rates of reaction as well as equilibrium

conditions make many processes practical. Examples of processes based on the

application of factors affecting rate of reaction and/or equilibrium include the

following:

N
2

+ 3H
2 <

2NH
3

22 kcal.

This process has already been used as an example to illustrate the effect of concentration,

pressure, temperature, and catalysts. (See Unit 6, Section II, C, 1, pp. 49-50.)
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2. Ostwald In the oxidation of ammonia to nitric acid the first reaction in

process of nitrogen (II) ox4e:

4NH
3

+ 50
2

(from air) 4N0 + 6H

This reaction is favored by the use of a catalyst and by a high

In one of the intermediate stages involved in this process, nitr

oxidized to nitrogen (IV) oxide:

2N0 + 02 ----------) 2NO2 + 28 kcal.

As can be predicted from the equation, heat does not favor the f

(IV) oxide, hence the nitrogen (II) oxide, formed by the highly

oxidation of ammonia, must be cooled to favor the formation of n

This reaction is also favored by increasing the concentration of

3. 'Contact An important reaction in the manufacture of sulfuric acid is the

process (IV) oxide to sulfur (VI) oxide:

2S0
2

0
2

2S0
3
+ 47 kcal.

The rate of formation of SO3 is slow at low temperatures, so the

be raised to increase the rate of formation. However, since thi

reaction, high temperatures decrease the stability of the S03.

temperature of 400° to 450°C. is selected to secure reasonable

reasonable rate of formation. This reaction is favored by the

Solvay The Solvay process is used for the preparation of sodium bicarb

process Ammonia is combined with carbon(IV)oxide and water to produce a

2NO3 CO
2

112 0 > (NH
4
)
2
CO

3

which is converted by an excess of carbon(IV)oxide and water to

(NH
4
)

2
CO3 + CO

2
H
2
0 2NH

4
HC0

81



Suplementary Information

the oxidation of ammonia to nitric acid the first reaction'involves the production

nitrogen (II) oxide:

4NH3 + 502 (from air) 4N0 + 6H20

is reaction is favored by the use of a catalyst and by a high concentration of air.

one of the intermediate stages involved in this process, nitrogen (II) oxide is

idized to nitrogen (IV) oxide:

2N0 + 0
2

) 2NO
2

+ 28 kcal.

can be predicted from the equation, heat does not favor the formation of nitrogen

V) oxide, hence the nitrogen (II) oxide, formed by the highly exothermic catalytic

idation of ammonia, must be cooled to favor the formation of nitrogen (IV) oxide,

is reaction is also favored by increasing the concentration of oxygen.

important reaction in the manufacture of sulfuric acid is the conversion of sulfur

V) oxide to sulfur (VI) oxide:

2S02 + 02 2S03 + 47 kcal.

e rate of formation of SO3 is slow at low temperatures, so the temperature must

raised to increase the rate of formation. However, since this is an exothermic

action, high temperatures decrF,'e the stability of the S03. In practice a compromise

mperature of 400° ::to 450°C. selected to secure reasonable yields of SO3 at a

asonable rate of formation. This reaction is favored by the use of a catalyst.

e Solvay process iS used for the preparation of sodium bicarbonate and sodium carbonate.

onia is combined with carbon(IV)oxide and water to produce ammonium carbonate,

ZNH + CO
2

+ H
2
0 (NH

4
) 2C0

3

ich is converted by an excess of carbon(p)oxide and water to ammonium bicarbonate,

(NH4)2CO3 + CO2 + H20

, 19

81

2NH
4H

CO3



Topics, Sup lementary

Magnesium
from sea
water

B. Redox

Reduction of
metals

A saturated solution of sodium chloride is
precipitate sodium bicarbonate, which is oil

NH+ + HCO3 + Na
+

4

-
+ Cl

Sodium carbonate is obtained by the decompo
Sodium carbonate cannot be precipitated diz
The Solvay process is an excellent example
carbon (IV) oxide is prepared by the decom
oxide,

CaCO
3

Ca0

The lime is used to reclaim the ammonia fr

2NH
4C

1 Ca0

Thus the only raw materials consumed are 11
water which are inexpensive, and the only
value.

Recovery of magnesium'from sea water is an
addition of calcium hydroxide precipitates
hydroxide:

++
Ca 20H-

Principles involving the "competition" for
processes used by industry. Many basic re
elements from compounds, refine them, prot

In extractive metallurgy, carbon is used

Metals that form relatively stable compoun
relatively stronger reducing agents. For
the iron:

Al +
t

82
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A saturated solution of sodium chloride is added to the ammonium bicarbonate to

precipitate sodium bicarbonate, which is only sparingly soluble.

Ne4 ++ HCO; + Na + Cl NH4 + Cl" + NaHCO3

Sodium carbonate is obtained by the decomposition of the bicarbonate by heat.

Sodium carbonate cannot be precipitated directly because of its greater solubility.

The Solvay process is an excellent example of efficiency in a chemical process. The

carbon (IV) oxide is prepared by the decomposition of limestone into lime and carbon (IV)

oxide,

CaCO3 CO2

The lime is used to reclaim the ammonia from the ammonium chloride,

2NH
4
Cl Ca0 CaC1

2
+ 2NH

3
+ H

2
0

Thus the only raw materials consumed are limestone, sodium chloride, and

water which are inexPensive, and the only byproduct, calcium chloride, has commerical

value.

Recovery of magnesium from sea water is another process based on solubilities. The

addition of calcium hydroxide precipitates the magnesium ion as insoluble magnesium

hYdroxide:

++
Mg

-14

Ca 2011 .........+4 ++
a + Mg(OH)2

Principles involving the ucompetition" for electrons by atoms help to explain many chemical

processes used by industry. Many basic redox reactions are employed to reduce or oxidize

elements from compounds) refine them, protect them, and to produce valuable byproducts.

In extractive metallurgy, carbon is used extensively as a reducing agent.

Metals that form relatively stable compounds can be liberated from their compounds by

relatively stronger reducing agents. For example, in the Thermit process, aluminum reduces

the iron:

+++
Al + Fe

P't

82

+ Fe
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2. Oxidation Nonmetals can be liberated by relatively stronger oxidizing agents.

of the replacement of bromine in sea water by chlorine:

nonmetals

2Br- + Cl --> Br2 2C1-

3. Electrolysis Electrolysis (Unit 8, Section II, D, p.68) is used extensively in the c

industxy to produce elements from relatively stable compounds. For ex

Electrolysis of water 21120 ---> 2H2 4. 02

Electrolysis of brine 2 Cl- + 2 1120 Cl2 + H2 + 20H-

Electrolysis of molten salts 2Na+ 2Na + Cl

4. Prevention Corrosion of metals is caused by an undesirable redox reaction. As an

of is oxidized in the presence of water and oxygen, Chemical prin

corrosion in the prevention of corrosion include:

a. isolating the reactants 112 0 and 0
2

from the metal by

various coatings including organic materials such as paints,

oils, greases

5. Bleaching

b. protecting with corrosion resistant metals such as chromium by

means -f electroplating, or protection 1:)y zinc by means of galvani

Compounds that are colored in their oxidized form can be bleached by a

agent; for example, the bleaching of wood pulp by SO2 in the manufactur

Compounds that are colored in their reduced form can be bleached by an

for example, the action of chlorine bleach on organic dyes in cloth.
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pplementary

Nonmetals can be liberated by relatively stronger oxidizing agents. For example,

the replacement of bromine in sea water by chlorine:

2Br- + Cl
2

Br
2

+ 2C1

Electrolysis (Unit 8, Section II, D, p.68) is used extensively in the chemical

industry to produce elements from relatively stable compounds. For example:

Electrolysis of water 2H20 2H2 + 02

Electrol,rsis of brine 2 Cl- + 2 H 0 > C12 + H2 + 20H-

Electrolysis of molten salts- 2Na+ 2Na + C12

Corrosion of metals is caused by an undesirable redox reaction. As an example, iron

is oxidized in the presence of water and oxygen, Chemical principles involved

in the prevention of corrosion include:

a. isolating the reactants E120 and 02 from the metal by

various coatings including organic materials such as paints,

oils, greases

b. protecting with corrosion resistant metals such as chromium by

means of electroplating, or protection by zinc by means of galvanizing.

Compounds that are colored in their oxidized form can be bleiched by a reducing

agent; for example, the bleaching of wood pulp by SO2 in the manufacture of paper.

Compounds that are colored in their reduced form can be bleached by an oxidizing agent;

for example, the action of chlorine bleach' on organic dyes in cloth,



Appendix I.

The diagram on the following page indicates the

relative order of nf the various sublevels, and

can be used to build up electron configurations of

the elements. The y-axis represents increasing energy,

but the intervals between levels are not drawn to

scale.

In the diagram the square boxes represent orbitals.

Each orbital can contain two electrons. The numbers

indicate the predicted position of each added electron.

For example, the number 12 shows the orbital in which the

twelfth electron would be added. An atom with twelve

electrons would, of course, have electrons in positions

numbered 1 - 11 as well.

It should be pointed out that there are variations

from the order of entry of added electrons as predicted

by this diagram. For example, if one examines the

electron configurations of the transition elements

in Period 4 as shown on the periodic table, where

electrons are being added to the 3d subshell, it will

Schematic Energy Level Diagram

be seen that the third she

regularly from 8 to 18.

This variation appear

stability of the arrangeme

are completely filled, and

eaCh d orbital is half-fil

28th electron in the orbi

giving it the electron con

3p
6

, 3d
8

, 4s
2

, or, as sho

2 . 8 - 16 - 2. The atom

number, 29Cu, would be exp

in the 3d sublevel. This

the more stable arrangemen

sublevel. In order to ach

one electron apparently is

giving'the configuration I

(completely filled), 4s1,

table, 2 - 8 - 18 - 1 inst



Appendix I. Schematic Energy Level Diagram

, the following page indicates the

.;:gy nf the various sublevels, and

d up electron configurations of

y-axis represents increasing energy

etween levels are not diawn to

the square boxes represent orbitals.

ntain two electrons. The numbers

ted position of each added electron.

ber 12 shows the orbital in which the

uld be added. An atom with tAve

course, have electrons in positions

well.

ointed out that there are variations

ntry of added electrons as predicted

or example, if one examines the

ions of the transition elements

on the periodic table, where

added to the 34 subshell, it will

be seen that the third shell does not increase

regularly from 8 to 18.

This variation appears to be due to the peculiar

stability of the arrangement in which the d orbitals

are completely filled, and the arrangement in which

each d orbital is half-filled. Thus
28
Ni has the

28th electron in the orbital as shown on this diagram,

giving it the electron configuration ls
2

, 2s
2

, 2p
6

,

32
,

3p
6

, 3d
8

, 4s
2

, or, as shown on the periodic table,

2 8 - 16 - 2. The atom with the next highest atomic

number, 29Cu, would be expected to have nine electrons

in the 3d sublevel. This would be ju3t one less than

the more stable arrangement of a completely filled 3d

sublevel. In order to achieve this added stability,

one electron apparently is promoted from the 4s orbital,

2 2 6 2 6 10
giving.the configuration ls , 2s , 2p , 3s , 3p , 3d

(completely filled), 4s1, or as shown on the reference

table, 2 - 8 - 18 - 1 instead of 2 - 8 - 17 - 2.
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Measurement

Appendix II.

Some Mathematical Concepts

Zeros which

only (1) if follo

the right of a de

two significant f

contain four sign

Measurement is a comparison of an unknown quantity

with a known quantity. All measurements are subject to

errors.

Errors may be due to the method used, environmental

fluctuations, instrumental limitations, and personal error.

Systematic errors tend to be in one direction. Random

errors tend to fluctuate in both directions. The random

error may be reduced by increasing the number of

observations.

Significant Figures

The accuracy oZ a measurement or calculated result

can be indicated by the use of significant figures.

A significant figure is one which is known to be

reasonably reliable. In expressing the results of a

measurement, vne estimated figure is considered signi-

ficant; for example, in measuring temperature, if the

thermometer is calibrated in degrees, the reading may

be estimated to the tenth of a degree. In this case,

in the reading 20.3°, the figure "3" is considered

significant.

Zeros which apper2 in front of a number are not

significant figures. The number 0.083 cc.,Itains two

significant figures.

Zeros which appear between numbers are always

significant. The number 803 contains three significant

figures.

For the whol

there is no way o

of the zeros are

186,000 would ind

decimal point is

if the decimal po

indicating its ac

figures except by

.the next section

In calculati

results must be r

figures justified

Otherwise, the re

to be more accura

The followin

rounding off a nut

When the num

ceding number rem

to three signific

When the num

number is increas

significant figur
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Appendix II.

Some Mathematical Concepts

Zeros which appear after a number are significant

only (1) if followed by a decimal point, or (2), if to

the right of a decimal point. The number 1800 contains

two significant figures, but the numbers 1800. and 18.00

contain four significant figures.

comparison of an unknown quantity

All measurements are subject to'

e to the method used, environmental

ental limitations, and personal error,

d to be in one direction. Random

ate in both directions. The random

by increasing the number of

a measurement or calculated result

he use of significant figures.

gure is one which is known to be

In expressing the results of a

mated figure is considered signi-

in measuring temperature, if the

ated in degrees, the reading may

enth of a degree. In this case,

the figure "3" is considered

ar in front of a number are not

The number 0.083 contains two

aT between numbers ar,' always

ber 803 contains three significant

For the whole numbers ending in two or more zeros

there is no way of ind:l.cating that some, but not all,

of the zeros are significan for example, the number

186,000 would indicate three:significant figures if no

decimal point is expreSsed, and six significant figures

if the decimal point is-expressed. There is no way of

indicating its accuracy to four or fiVe significant

figures exCept by the use of standard notation. (See

the nextsection of this Appendix).

In calculations involving measured values the

results must be rounded,off to the number of significant

figures justified by the accuracy of the measurement.

Otherwise, the result of the calculation might appear

to bemore'accurate than the original measurements.

The following rules will assist pupils when

rounding'off a nutber:

When the number dropped is less than 5, the pre-

ceding number remains unchanged; for example, 5.3634

to three significant figures,becomes 5.36.

When the number dropped is 5 or more, the preceding

number is increased by 1; for example, 2.4179 to three

significant figures becomes 2.42.



When adding or subtracting, the answer should be

rounded off to contain the leaSt accurately known

figure as the final one; for example,

-Add Sub ract

32.6 531.46

431.33 86.3

6144.212 445.16

-6608.142 = 6608.1

445.2

When multiplying or dividing, the answer should

be rounded off to contain only as many significant

figures as are contained in the least accurate number;

for example,

Multiply Divide

1.36

4.2

272

544

5.712 = 5.7

5.1 by 2.13

2.39 = 2.4

2.13/5.1000

-----4.26

840

639

2010

When adding, subtracting, multiplying,

numbers may be rounded off to one more than

of significant figures to be carried in the

before the manipulation is carried out; for

2.7468 x 3.2 = 2.75 x 3.2 = 8.8.

or dividing,

the number

answer

example,

Standard Notation (scien

Standard notation s

number of significant fi

mathematical operations IN

In standard notatio

form A x 10n, where A is

the left of the decimal

All the digits in A are

into standard notation m

only one non-zero digit 1

nonsignificant figures,

by counting the number o

moved. If the decimal p

positive. If it was mov

For example, 186,000 bec

becomes 5.20 x 10-5. In

to indicate any desired

For example, if the #gu

significant figures it w

Multiplication and

To multiply or divide n

multiply or divide the s

obtain the new value of

of significant figures (

subtract.the powers of I

Adjust the decimal point

than one non-zero digit

point. Examples:

2.2 x 10
4

x 3.01 x 10
2

2.2 x 10
-4

x 3.01 x 10
2

6.0 x 10
3

x 3.01 x 10
4

6.0 x 105 3.0 x 10
2

6.0 x 10
5

I- 3.0 x 10
-2

2 5
7,0 x 10 6.0 x 10



racting, the answer should be

he least accurately known

for example,

Subtract

531.46

86.3

445.16 = 445.2

r dividing, the answer should

in only as many significant

d in the least accurate number;

Divide

5.1 by 2.13

2.39

2.13/5.1000

4.26

840

639

2010

acting, multiplying,

off to one more than

to be carried in the

is carried out; for

2 = 8.8.

2.4

or dividing,

the number

answer

example,

Standard Notation (Ydentific Or exponential notation)

Standard notation should be used to indicate the

number of significant figures and to facilitate

mathematical operations with large and small numbers.

In standard notation numbers are expressed in the

form A x 10n, where A is any number with one digit te

the left of the decimal point and n is an integer.

All the digits in A are significant. To change a number

into standard notation move the decimal point so that

only one non-zero digit is to the left of it. Round off

nonsignificant figures. The value of n is determined

by counting the number of places the decimal point was

moved, If the decimal point was moved to the left, n is

positive. If it was moved to the right, n is negative.

For example, 186,000 becomes 1.86 x 105, and 0,0000520

becomes 5.20 x 10-5. In standard notation it is possible

to indicate any desired number of significant figures.

FoT example, if the figure 186,000 were known to four

significant figures it would be written 1.860 x 105.

Multiplication and division in standard notation:

To multiply or divide numbers in standard notation,

nultiply or divide the significant figure factors to

obtain the new value of A, retaining the correct number

of significant figures (opposite col.),and add or

subtract the powers of 10 to obtain the new value of n.

Adjust the decimal point if the new A has more or less

than one non-zero digit to the left of the decimal

point. Examples:

2.2 x 10 x 3.01 x 10
2
= 6.6 x 10

64

2.2 x 10
-4

x 3.01 x 10
2

3 4
6.0 x 10 x 3.01 x 10

6.0 x 10
5

3.0 x 10
2

6.0 x 10
5

f 3.0 x 10
-2

3.0 x 10
2

f 6.0 x 10
5

=

=

=

=

=

6.6 x 10
-2

7
18 x 10 .

2,0 x 10
3

2.0 x 10
7

0.50 x 10
-3

1.8 x 10
8

= 5.0 x 10
-4



Addition and subtraction

Numbers.expressed in standard

subtracted only if the powers

example, 5 x 10
3
+ 2 x 10

3
=

If the numbers to be added or

powers of 10, then the powers

For example,

2 x 10
2
+ 3 x 10

3

3.2 x 10
3

.

in standard notation:

notation can be added or

of 10 are the same; for

(5 + 2) x 10
3

= 7 x 10
3

.

subtracted have different

must be equalized.

= 2 x 0 + 30 x 10
2
= 32 x 10

2
=

Manipulation of

In mathema

algebraic quant

each side must

Graphs

Graphs sho

relationships.

should be smoot

measured points

their uncertain



subtraction in standard notation:

in standard notation can be added or

the powers of 10 are the same; for

2 x 10
3
= (5 + 2) x 10

3
= 7 x 10

3

be added or subtracted have different

the powers must be equalized.

= 2 x 10
2

+ 30 x 10
2

= 32 x 10
2

=

Manipulation of Units

In mathematical manipulations, units behave like

algebraic quartities. In any equation the units on

each side must be equivalent.

Graphs

Graphs should be used to illustrate mathematical

relationships. A line representing the relationship

should be smooth and probably will not pass through all

measured points. Points should be circled to indicate

their uncertainty.




